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Here are a few different sources of information on cyberprivacy.  I know other members 

of the research team will be sending additional sources of information.  You had asked us to find 
different resources touching on the range of issues presented by cyberprivacy.  Let the research 
team if you need more research on a particular issue. 

 
CYBERPRIVACY AND DIGITAL PRIVACY RISKS:  Businesses are trying to manage 

large volumes of potentially sensitive data and are looking at new technologies, such as cloud 
computing, to save money and increase efficiency.  Attorneys who advise companies that deal 
with sensitive data should prepare their clients to be held accountable for any data breaches and 
to understand how new technology may implicate consumer privacy.  This article discusses data 
security breaches, cloud computing, behavioral advertising, mobile privacy, social networking 
and data mining, mobile marketing and affiliate marketing. 

 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY’S LESSONS FOR INFORMATION PRIVACY:  This 

article discusses the tension between the desire to keep information private and the desire to 
share that information with others.  Online technology amplifies the clash between the two 
desires by allowing for more data to be compiled on individual consumers and by making it 
easier for that data to be repackaged and communicated to others.  Intellectual property law has 
developed a variety of approaches to address free speech concerns while upholding necessary 
data privacy measures. 

 
THE GLOBALIZATION OF PRIVACY AND SECURITY IN CYBERSPACE: 

GOVERNMENT, LAW, AND SOCIETY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY ONLINE 
WORLD:  Two of the more interesting topics covered in this article are – how attorneys should 
advise clients in navigating information privacy and security regulations and the jurisdictional 
issues with cyberprivacy.  This article concludes that there are many companies who are not 
aware that their data has been compromised by industrial or governmental espionage or criminal 
activity. 

 
This is a link to a website that discusses several internet law developments from last 

year.  Numbers 9, 2, and 1 are all regarding privacy concerns.  If you are interested in basing the 
script on any of these news items, we can do additional research in these areas. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericgoldman/2014/01/09/top-ten-internet-law-developments-
of-2013/ 

 
Here is a link to a website that lists some state laws related to internet privacy.  There are 

a few interesting ones such as the privacy of e-readers and employee emails: 
http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/state-

laws-related-to-internet-privacy.aspx 
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It is no secret that digital media and mobile marketing are continuing to grow at an astounding rate. Companies worldwide are 
faced with increasing pressure to provide valuable Web and mobile content. At the same time, businesses are trying to manage 
large volumes of potentially sensitive data and are looking at new technologies such as cloud computing to save money and 
increase efficiency.

To facilitate these needs, technology companies continue to develop more advanced systems for managing and protecting data, 
tracking online and mobile behavior, aggregating information, targeting Web and mobile advertisements, and monetizing 
mobile content. And despite the privacy concerns, venture capitalists are not hesitant to invest in the future of these operations. 
The Wall Street Journal reported last year that venture firms have invested more than $4.6 billion in online ad firms since 2007, 
and the industry continues to grow.1 Meanwhile, companies such as Google have continued to innovate in the arena of cloud 
computing.2

As these industries have grown, scrutiny of their practices has increased as well--particularly in the context of privacy. 
Attorneys who advise companies that deal with sensitive data should prepare their clients to be held accountable for any data 
breaches or cyberattacks in which valuable information is compromised. Online and mobile ad firms and technology providers 
and their more traditional clients also have been named in lawsuits nationwide that raise a variety of privacy and consumer 
protection issues. This article will address seven primary areas of concern in the realm of cyberprivacy and digital privacy 
risks: (1) data security and data breach, (2) cloud computing, (3) behavioral advertising, (4) mobile privacy, (5) social 
networking and data mining, (6) mobile marketing, and (7) affiliate marketing.

Data Security and Data Breach

Attorneys operating in this space should advise their clients that they can face significant exposure for privacy issues arising out 
of inadequate data security and data breach even if litigation is never filed. In 2010, a large national health care company 
reported that it incurred costs in excess of $7 million for investigating the circumstances surrounding a missing portable disk 
drive, notifying its members, and offering credit monitoring and identity theft insurance.3 In our digital world, it is not 
uncommon for individual employees to have access to the personal identifiable information (PII)4 or protected health 
information (PHI)5 of thousands, if not tens of thousands, of people through e-mail, spreadsheets, or other documents stored on 
platforms like laptop computers, smartphones, or USB drives that could easily be compromised. In the event of such a breach, 
a company (and its counsel) will be required to navigate the complicated--and often contradictory--framework of state and 
federal data breach notification statutes. Led by California, 46 states have enacted statutes that define PII and establish 
notification requirements.6 Attorneys dealing with a data breach must carefully assess whether these statutes apply, as well as 
analyze any requirements under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)7 and the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA).8 According to the 2011 annual study conducted by the Ponemon Institute and released in 
March 2012, the average cost for a breach is $194 per data subject.9 Based on this figure, the cost for responding to a data breach 
involving PII for 10,000 people would be in excess of $1.94 million.

Additionally, companies that fail to protect sensitive information should be warned about potential liability in actions filed by 
state attorneys general and in putative class action lawsuits. For example, in 2010, the Connecticut attorney general became the 
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first state attorney general to exercise the authority granted under HIPAA to enforce its privacy provisions. The defendant 
ended up settling for $250,000 and agreeing to a corrective action plan.10 Also, although they have had limited success in 
establishing damages absent evidence of actual identity theft, plaintiffs’ attorneys regularly bring class actions on the heels of 
large data breaches.

Perhaps the best way for your clients to mitigate the risk associated with data breach notification is to ensure that the computers 
on which sensitive information is stored are encrypted. In most states, data on encrypted computers falls outside the definition 
of breached PII, meaning that no notification would be required. Additionally, attorneys should advise clients to carefully 
consider what sort of information they are collecting and how that information will be used. To the extent possible, collection of 
sensitive information should be avoided unless it is necessary to the company’s business objectives. If sensitive information is 
essential, the company should limit which employees and third parties have access to that information. And if it is necessary for 
third parties to access sensitive information, companies should ensure that they have agreements in place indemnifying them 
for any data breach caused by actions of that third party.

Cloud Computing

In recent years, cloud computing11 has grown in popularity among businesses because it offers significant cost *11 savings, the 
ability to scale the system to increased or decreased demand, and increased mobility. But those benefits must be weighed 
against privacy concerns. State data breach notification statutes, HIPAA, GLBA, fiduciary obligations, and common law 
privacy torts all create significant risks for entities that allow third parties to control their information on external servers. For 
example, Google provides a tool that allows users to transfer Microsoft Office files to the Web so that multiple people can edit 
and collaborate on them. Google’s Cloud Connect service allows documents to be uploaded to Google’s servers and accessed 
through a unique Web address. Although using this system likely would result in significant cost savings for businesses, 
attorneys should advise clients handling sensitive or confidential information to be wary of uploading it to Google’s servers
(over which the companies have no control) and making the documents available via the Web (where they could conceivably be 
accessed by third parties). Thus, despite the benefits, it is important for attorneys to advise clients considering cloud computing 
to carefully weigh the privacy ramifications of that decision and ensure that the cloud computing provider offers sufficient 
protections against data breach and inadvertent disclosure.

Behavioral Advertising

As online advertisers create new technologies that will help tailor advertisements to consumer behavior, plaintiffs’ attorneys 
have crafted new arguments that these mechanisms violate consumer privacy. Currently, two primary areas of concern are 
“browser history sniffing” and “Flash cookies.”12 “[H]istory sniffing ... compares ... URL links in a computer’s history folder to 
a master list of links[] to [determine] whether the consumer has visited a particular ... page in the past.”13 Flash cookie 
technology works in connection with typical browser cookies,14 allowing the cookie to respawn without notice to the user if 
deleted. Both technologies have resulted in class action litigation against the creators of the new technologies and against 
traditional media and major corporations that utilize the technology.

History Sniffing Claims

History sniffing operates through JavaScript-enabled websites. Companies can embed JavaScript code in their websites that 
(behind the scenes) presents users’ Web browsers with a list of uniform resource locators (URLs), or Web addresses. This list
essentially creates “invisible” links on the webpage that can be viewed by the script running in the background. Because 
browsers display links differently when they have been previously visited (typically in a different color), the program can 
identify which of the websites from the list the user has visited previously and use this information to deliver targeted
advertisements. In putative class action lawsuits, plaintiffs have alleged that the collection of this information is an invasion of 
privacy and asserted claims for: (1) violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA),15 (2) violation of state computer 
crime laws, (3) violation of state consumer protection statutes, and (4) unjust enrichment.16

Flash Cookie Claims
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A Flash cookie is a line of tracking code that is planted on a user’s computer as an Adobe Flash Media Player local shared 
object. Consumers typically use Flash Media to view video content on their computers, but various companies have leveraged 
this technology to create Flash cookies that respawn the typical browser cookie whenever it is deleted. In putative class actions, 
plaintiffs have alleged that this practice of planting files on their computers and tracking their activities is an actionable 
invasion of privacy. Plaintiffs have asserted causes of action for: (1) violation of the CFAA, (2) violation of state computer 
crime laws, (3) violation of state invasion of privacy statutes, (4) violation of state consumer fraud statutes, and (5) trespass to 
chattels.17

Risks and Risk Avoidance

As with many digital privacy issues, the case law on these history sniffing and Flash cookie claims is limited. One likely 
defense is that plaintiffs were not harmed by these practices and therefore lack standing to assert a claim. However, given the 
costs and uncertainty of litigation, some defendants have already opted to settle these cases. Last year, a settlement was reached 
in several Flash cookie lawsuits that had been consolidated in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California. The 
settlement calls for a fund of $2.4 million, with no reverter to the settling defendants.18

Attorneys should warn clients venturing into behavioral advertising to be sure that they fully understand the technology being 
used to generate advertisements on their websites and, if possible, seek indemnity and additional insured status from the 
technology providers in any contracts with those providers. It is also important for companies to provide a clear description of 
any tracking technologies in their online privacy policies.

Mobile Privacy

In a series of articles beginning in December 2010, the Wall Street Journal has shone a bright light on previously overlooked 
privacy issues arising from advertisers’ tracking of mobile activities through iPhone applications and other mobile soft-ware.19

These articles have revealed that advertisers often collect a significant amount of information from users in an effort to support 
targeted advertising, often without clear disclosures to consumers as to what information is being collected. Some consumer 
advocates have argued that this data collection is an invasion of privacy, an argument that has not been lost on plaintiffs’ 
attorneys practicing in the digital space. Since October 2010, numerous putative class action lawsuits have been filed related to 
tracking of mobile phone browsing. Three of the cases focused on software created by Ringleader Digital, Inc. (Ringleader) to 
take advantage of HTML5 database technology,20 and others have focused on the collection of unique device identifiers 
(UDIDs) from iPhones by Apple, Inc. and other mobile application providers.21

HTML5 Class Actions

Ringleader’s Media Stamp program (and the advertisers that use it) was the focus of federal lawsuits in California, Texas, and 
New York. *12 According to plaintiffs’ complaints, Media Stamp takes advantage of HTML5 software, which a growing 
number of mobile phones use to operate their Internet browsers. HTML5 software contains local storage databases that allow 
websites to store information on mobile devices to enhance Internet browsing on mobile devices. Media Stamp facilitates the 
creation of unique identifying information numbers that are assigned to mobile devices, allowing Ringleader, ad agencies, and 
website publishers to track a user’s Web browsing. Plaintiffs alleged that unlike an online cookie, however, these unique ID 
numbers were stored both in the HTML5 database and in Ringleader’s own database and that a cleaning of a user’s cookie 
folder and browsing history did not prevent Ringleader from continuing to track a user’s Internet activity.

Arguing that Ringleader’s collection of this information is a violation of privacy and that the creation of a nonremovable 
database has damaged their mobile devices, the plaintiffs asserted causes of action for: (1) violation of the CFAA, (2) violation 
of state computer fraud laws (including California Penal Code section 502), (3) violation of state consumer protection laws, (4) 
statutory and common law invasion of privacy, (5) trespass to chattels, (6) unjust enrichment, and (7) violation of the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).22

Two of the cases against Ringleader were consolidated in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, and the 
parties sought approval of a class action settlement that would have provided no monetary relief for the class members. After 
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Judge Cote declined to grant preliminary approval for the settlement and requested that the parties submit a revised proposal, 
the case was voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiffs and has not been refiled.

UDID Class Actions

A close analog to the HTML5 database tracking technology is technology that allows advertisers to track Internet activity 
through electronically readable UDIDs that are encoded in every Apple iPhone. These UDIDs cannot be blocked, altered, or 
deleted; can be used to track devices; and are often collected by iPhone applications. A study by Bucknell University found that 
68 percent of the most popular iPhone applications transmitted the devices’ UDIDs to outside servers owned by either the 
developer or the advertiser.23

Plaintiffs in putative class actions against Apple, application developers, and advertisers have alleged that this information 
collection was not properly disclosed and that plaintiffs would not have downloaded applications if they had realized that 
developers would then be able to track their devices. The lawsuits have asserted causes of action for: (1) violation of the CFAA, 
(2) violation of state computer fraud laws (including California Penal Code section 502), (3) violation of state consumer 
protection laws, (4) statutory and common law invasion of privacy, (5) trespass to chattels, (6) unjust enrichment, (7) violation 
of the ECPA, (8) breach of contract, (9) conversion, (10) violation of the Stored Communications Act,24 (11) breach of implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and (12) violation of state constitutional provisions.

The UDID cases nationwide--including cases filed in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, the U.S. 
District Court for the Central District of California, the U.S. District Court for the District of Puerto Rico, the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of Alabama, the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Florida, and the U.S. District 
Court for the Southern District of Florida--were consolidated before Judge Koh in the Northern District of California.25 In 
September 2011, Judge Koh dismissed the cases without prejudice for lack of Article III standing.26 Judge Koh held that the 
plaintiffs had failed to allege sufficient facts to establish actual injury or harm for the purposes of Article III. The plaintiffs have 
pursued an amended complaint, but the case against many of the defendants was voluntarily dismissed in May 2012. In June 
2012, Judge Koh dismissed with prejudice the plaintiffs’ claims against the remaining mobile industry defendants (Admob, 
Inc.; Flurry, Inc.; AdMarvel, Inc.; Google, Inc.; and Medialets, Inc.) and dismissed with prejudice the claims against Apple for 
violations of the Stored Communications Act, violations of the Wiretap Act, violations of the California constitutional right to 
privacy, negligence, violations of the CFAA, trespass, conversion, and unjust enrichment. However, the suit continues against
Apple on the plaintiffs’ claims for violation of the California Consumer Legal Remedies Act and the California Unfair 
Competition Law.

Because the HTML5 and UDID cases present issues of first impression, there is limited case law that directly addresses these 
issues. It is possible that courts will follow Judge Koh’s lead and hold, as they did with earlier challenges to traditional cookies, 
that plaintiffs were not harmed. It is also possible that courts could dismiss the UDID lawsuits on the basis that UDIDs are not 
personal information. In a similar context, a federal district court judge in Washington has held that Internet protocol (IP) 
addresses are not personally identifiable information; however, a New Jersey state court judge held that service providers 
cannot disclose users’ IP addresses without a subpoena because people expect IP addresses to be kept private.27

As with online behavioral advertising, it is important for clients to fully understand and adequately disclose the nature of their 
mobile tracking technology. To the extent that clients are using technology that may create privacy issues, their contracts with 
the technology providers should be specifically tailored to address those issues, and they should modify their existing privacy 
policies to reflect the nature of the technology.

*13 Social Networking and Data Mining

The immense popularity of social networking websites such as Face-book, MySpace, LinkedIn, and Twitter has, in some ways, 
changed our understanding of what information should be considered private. But even though many social networking users 
voluntarily disclose information that might otherwise be considered private, social networking sites have been a lightning rod 
for criticism related to breaches of privacy. An October 2010 article in the Wall Street Journal revealed that many of the most 
popular Facebook applications transmit identifying information about users (and, in some cases, their friends) to dozens of 
Internet and tracking companies.28 This is precisely the type of conduct that typically draws the attention of the class action 
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plaintiffs’ bar, not only resulting in lawsuits against Facebook but also opening the possibility of lawsuits against the parties 
responsible for creating the applications and the companies that received the information. Facebook, which has been a regular 
target of such lawsuits, settled a privacy lawsuit related to its Beacon program in December 2009 by setting up a $9.5 million 
fund for a nonprofit foundation to support online privacy.29

In another matter, Spokeo, a self-described “social network aggregator,” was sued in two putative class actions in federal court 
in California for allegedly violating the Fair Credit Reporting Act by offering allegedly false data about individuals without 
giving them the chance to correct or remove inaccurate reports.30 Spokeo aggregates data from many online and offline sources, 
such as phone listings, social networks, photo albums, and business websites. Plaintiffs claimed that the Spokeo entries for 
them are comprised of misinformation that could, inter alia, undermine their employment possibilities. Plaintiffs asserted 
causes of action for: (1) violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act,31 (2) unjust enrichment, and (3) violation of state consumer 
protection laws. Defendants filed a motion to dismiss that was granted in part and denied in part, and the matter is currently on 
appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

These issues are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to potential privacy concerns in the social networking realm. Thus, it 
is critical for attorneys who advise social networking sites, advertisers, or application developers to help their clients draft clear 
and complete privacy policies setting forth what information is being collected, how it will be shared, and with whom it will be 
shared. Data aggregators such as Spokeo are in a slightly different position because they do not have direct customer 
relationships with the consumers whose information they are publishing. For these sites, the focus should be on whether their 
practices violate any state or federal laws related to credit reporting and unfair or deceptive business practices.

Mobile Marketing

The term mobile marketing refers to an array of content directed to mobile telephones, ranging from text messages advertising 
certain products to premium mobile content such as ringtones, wallpaper, and games. In a general sense, two primary types of 
claims are associated with mobile marketing: text message spam cases and unauthorized charge cases. In a typical text message 
spam case, the plaintiffs allege that they received one or more unauthorized text messages. Based on these text messages, the
plaintiffs bring a lawsuit on behalf of themselves and putative class members who have received similar text messages. These 
complaints often assert a count for violation of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA),32 arguing that a text message 
is a “call” under the automatic dialer provision of the TCPA. In a typical unauthorized charge case, the plaintiffs allege that 
their mobile phone bills were charged for text messages or other premium mobile content (such as ringtones, games, 
wallpapers, daily stock tips, and sports scores) that they did not authorize. The complaints typically assert claims for, inter alia, 
unjust enrichment, tortious interference, trespass to chattels, and violation of state consumer fraud statutes.

Text Message Spam TCPA Claims

Since the Ninth Circuit’s June 2009 decision in Satterfield v. Simon & Schuster,33 holding that the TCPA applies to text 
messages, plaintiffs have filed an increasing number of putative class action lawsuits against businesses and agencies that use 
mobile marketing as part of their advertising and sales campaigns. Several of these cases have been resolved in expensive class 
action settlements.

For example, the Northern District of California approved a settlement in Satterfield that created a settlement fund of $10 
million and awarded attorney fees of $2.5 million.34 To successfully assert a TCPA claim related to text messaging, plaintiffs 
must prove that: (1) a “call” was made using an “automatic telephone dialing system” or an artificial or prerecorded voice, (2) 
the number called was assigned to a cellular telephone service, and (3) the “call” was not made with the “prior express consent” 
of the receiving party.35 An automatic telephone dialing system is defined as equipment with the capacity to store or produce 
numbers to be called, using a random number generator, and to dial such numbers.36 Although the term call is not defined and 
the statute makes no specific reference to text messaging, class action plaintiffs have identified mobile marketing content as 
“unsolicited commercial text calls to potential customers using an automatic telephone dialing system and/or using an artificial 
and prerecorded message.”37 Beyond the Ninth Circuit, this interpretation also has been accepted in at least two other 
jurisdictions: the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois in Abbas v. Selling Source38 and Lozano v. Twentieth 
Century Fox Film Corp.,39 and an Arizona state court in Joffe v. Acacia Mortgage Corp.40
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Text messaging TCPA claims have been used to target not only mobile marketing companies but also larger corporations that 
use their services.

*14 A prime example is Weinstein v. AIR-IT2ME, a text messaging TCPA class action brought against outdoor apparel retailer 
Timberland and its mobile marketing partners.41 Plaintiffs alleged that Timberland sent unsolicited text message advertisements 
to plaintiffs’ cell phones, subjecting them to “the aggravation that necessarily accompanies unsolicited wireless spam” as well 
as the cost of text messaging.42 The only cause of action raised by the plaintiffs was a violation of the TCPA. Plaintiffs alleged 
that these “text calls” had been made with an automatic telephone dialing system, thereby bringing them within the scope of the 
TCPA, and that Timberland had not obtained the consent of the recipients.43

Because the statutory language of the TCPA does not clearly apply to text messages, several issues are unique to text message
cases: (1) whether the plaintiff must allege that he was charged for the text message he received, (2) whether a system’s mere 
capacity to autodial numbers is sufficient to allege an automated telephone dialing system, (3) whether a text message is a call 
within the meaning of the TCPA, (4) whether the application of the TCPA to text messages would violate the First Amendment, 
and (5) whether the application of the TCPA to text messages would render the statute void for vagueness under the due process 
clause. At least six cases nationwide have addressed one or more of these issues: Satterfield, Abbas, Lozano, Joffe, Satterfield v. 
Simon & Schuster, Inc. (Satterfield I),44 and Pollock v. Island Arbitration & Mediation, Inc.,45 with the majority of these cases 
resulting in decisions beneficial to TCPA plaintiffs. Abbas was the first case to address all five issues.

Although text message TCPA cases are still a relatively new phenomenon and often present the possibility for defenses that 
would raise issues of first impression, the momentum is currently with the plaintiffs bringing these cases. This means that 
attorneys should warn clients about these issues before they initiate text message campaigns, and advise them to insist on 
indemnities for advertising agencies or networks if at all possible.

Unauthorized Charge Claims

In unauthorized charge cases, plaintiffs typically assert causes of action under one or more of the following theories: (1) unjust 
enrichment, (2) tortious interference, (3) trespass to chattels, (4) violation of consumer fraud statutes, (5) violation of the 
CFAA, and (6) breach of contract. Such claims have been brought against mobile content providers, wireless carriers, 
aggregators (which manage billing between cell phone carriers and content providers), affiliate marketers (entities that engage 
in Web advertising related to mobile content), copyright licensers, and social networking websites that offer mobile services.

The large class action settlements that have arisen from unauthorized charge cases should pose concerns for businesses 
involved in mobile marketing and for their insurance carriers. In 2010 alone, courts approved class action settlements with 
funds of $36 million and $12.25 million.46 However, none of these cases has ever been tried. In fact, these cases are rarely 
litigated to conclusion, and it appears that only one court nationwide has certified a text message class in the face of 
opposition.47 Although there have been some preliminary rulings, plaintiffs in these cases often withdraw in the face of 
case-dispositive motions. Many of the possible defenses therefore remain untested in the context of unauthorized charges. 
Possible defenses include: (1) inadequate pleading under Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and Ashcroft v. Iqbal,48 (2) the 
voluntary payment doctrine, (3) CAN-SPAM Act preemption,49 (4) immunity under § 230 of the Communications Decency 
Act,50 and (5) passive conduit / common carrier defenses. Regardless of these defenses, mobile marketing clients could face 
significant risk if they are involved in the distribution of premium mobile content without sufficient opt-in/opt-out procedures.

Affiliate Marketing

The same plaintiffs’ lawyers who have pursued the mobile marketing litigation have also focused their attention on affiliate 
marketers over the last few years. Affiliate marketers are advertising networks that connect advertisers with Internet publishers 
that create and distribute online advertisements in the form of e-mail offers, sponsored links, and banner ads. The goal is to 
drive traffic to the advertisers’ websites, which sell goods or services. These goods and services are often subscription (or
“continuity”) plans, meaning that consumers purchasing the product pay a small initial fee and are then charged a larger fee on 
a monthly basis for as long as they desire to use the product. The affiliate marketer and the publisher are paid based on the
number of sales that are made. Some affiliate marketers also have arrangements with advertisers whereby the affiliate 
marketers will use the information collected at the point of sale to contact the consumer and attempt to sell additional products, 
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i.e. ““upsell.”

Class action plaintiffs have alleged that the advertisements created by the affiliate networks are misleading, false, and/or fail to 
disclose material terms about the product. Plaintiffs contend that they would not have purchased the product at issue if they had 
fully understood the terms. These putative class action complaints, which typically name both the advertisers and the affiliate 
marketers, have asserted causes of action for: (1) violation of state consumer protection laws, (2) fraud in the inducement, (3) 
conspiracy, (4) breach of contract, and (5) unjust enrichment.51

These cases are similar in many ways to the unauthorized charge cases and may be subject to some of the same defenses, 
including: (1) inadequate pleading under Twombly/Iqbal,52 (2) the voluntary payment doctrine, and (3) immunity under § 230 of 
the Communications Decency Act.53 Because these cases are often *15 filed with boilerplate complaints and minimal 
investigation, it is often difficult for the plaintiffs to plead the allegations of fraud with the requisite specificity.54 The 
individualized nature of the online transactions also could create significant problems for class certification, although one 
district court judge has certified a class in the affiliate marketing context.55

From a compliance standpoint, the key for affiliate marketing clients is to ensure the truth of any ad copy that they create and 
provide clear and conspicuous terms and conditions on the Web pages where consumers will be signing up for the product. 
Moreover, to the extent possible, it is important for affiliate marketers to protect themselves through indemnity agreements with 
both advertisers and publishers.

Conclusion

With mobile and digital media evolving so rapidly, it is crucial that attorneys for all players in the industry--from technology 
developers and ad networks to companies that utilize their services--understand how new technology might implicate consumer 
privacy.

Attorneys should advise clients to have robust, accurate privacy policies and, if possible, strong contractual indemnity 
protections. Before advising clients on contracts, it is important to understand not only the direct relationships but also the 
third-party relationships. For example, an attorney for a company contemplating a relationship with an ad network should do 
everything possible to understand the relationships that the ad network might have with publishers, other ad networks, 
technology companies, list providers, and/or cloud computing providers. Only by understanding all third-party indemnities and 
representations and warranties can an attorney fully understand the potential risk associated with a new mobile or digital 
opportunity and advise the client accordingly. Moreover, attorneys should ensure that clients dealing with sensitive personal
information have sufficient protection from cyberattacks.

There is significant money to be made through successful digital media and mobile marketing campaigns, but there also is 
significant risk associated with all of the technologies above. It is therefore imperative that attorneys in this space advise clients 
to weigh privacy concerns in connection with any new digital or mobile venture.
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*747 I. INTRODUCTION

Although most may assume the contrary,1 absent special circumstances, individuals have no right in their personal information.2

Today’s companies routinely collect data on online consumer behavior and use that data for targeted advertising. Web sites 
send cookies to Web browsers that record not only our trips to the cookie-sending Web site, but also subsequent visits to all 
other sites in our online travels.3 Meanwhile, Internet service providers install software directly on customer computers or, in 
the case of “deep-packet inspection,” hardware on our routing devices that tracks the online traffic coming in and out of our 
homes.4 These technologies produce rich consumer profiles revealing when, where, and who we travel with in the online world. 
The technologists then sell these profiles to third parties for the sole purpose of beaming back personally tailored 
advertisements to our computer screens.5 Although steps are taken to keep data collected online anonymous, recent exposés 
reveal how easy it is to extrapolate a particular identity from a few scraps of online data.6 Information *748 profilers routinely 
fail to secure the online data they collect, potentially subjecting consumers to online threats and identity theft as personal 
information falls into the wrong hands.7 Online tracking poses real dangers, but the current legal and regulatory framework is 
largely impotent to deal with them.

Revelation of these practices has galvanized public and political opinion.8 A substantial majority of American consumers 
support greater restrictions on and penalties for use of personal information collected online.9 Recent legislative and regulatory 
initiatives call for vigorous consumer protections against online data collection and marketing. The Federal Trade Commission 
recently requested “targeted legislation” to provide greater control over the practices of information brokers.10 Multiple bills are 
pending in Congress, including legislation setting mandatory timetables for the safe disposal of collected information,11 “Do 
Not Track Acts,” which would allow consumers to opt *749 out of online data collection,12 and limitations on the solicitation 
and gathering of online data from children.13 For citizens and legislators, the question is not whether steps should be taken to 
enhance consumer privacy, but how consumer privacy should be protected.

Despite the groundswell in favor of greater data privacy, there is a real possibility that none of these legislative initiatives will 
succeed. In reviewing new information privacy laws, courts will be faced with the separate question of how to balance such 
protections with the right to free expression. This is because a company’s decision to collect our personal data, share it with 
others, or repackage it into advertisements can be labeled speech. Various authorities, including the United States Supreme 
Court, maintain that setting privacy limitations on data sharing represents a government effort to censor expression.14 Although 
the party facing censorship is typically a corporation using personal information for advertising purposes, commercial speech
enjoys constitutional protection15 regardless of the corporate *750 status of the speaker.16 In short, laws protecting data privacy 
inevitably need to be reconciled with the First Amendment.17 Under current law, judges on the alert for threats to free expression 
and bound by higher authority may believe they have little choice but to strangle these fledgling efforts at online privacy in their 
cradle.

A recent case before the Supreme Court, Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., illustrates the problem.18 At issue was a Vermont law 
restricting pharmaceutical marketers’ access to and use of prescription data for advertising purposes.19 Pharmacies sold 
prescribing data to the marketers, which resulted in targeted sales pitches to doctors.20 Vermont banned the practice (with 
limited exceptions) unless a prescribing doctor’s consent was obtained first.21 Vermont’s legislature passed the law, in part, to 
protect “the privacy of prescribers and prescribing information.”22 Applying “heightened judicial scrutiny” to the law,23 the 
Court struck it down as an unconstitutional burden on protected speech under the First Amendment.24

Sorrell suggests broad recognition of the use of online information as “speech.”25 The Court condemned the First Circuit, which 
had upheld a similar state law, for characterizing the prescriber-identifying information at issue “as a mere ‘commodity’ with 
no greater entitlement to First Amendment protection than ‘beef jerky.”’26 Instead, the *751 Court explained, “the creation and 
dissemination of information are speech within the meaning of the First Amendment.”27 Although Justices Breyer, Ginsburg, 
and Kagan dissented, a six-judge majority, including Justice Sotomayor, agreed that the government’s effort to restrict use of 
personal prescribing information was an unconstitutional abridgement of speech. This suggests that a stable coalition on the 
Court deems the use of collected consumer information as speech protected under the First Amendment. Hence, lower courts 
evaluating new information privacy laws (and the legislators drafting them) will need to construe such laws as speech 
regulations and square them with constitutional protections for free expression.28

Sorrell is just one case, and it may be able to be distinguished by courts reviewing other information privacy laws.29 Because the 
Vermont law forbid the use of prescription data for marketing, but not for other purposes such as “educational 
communications,” the majority deemed the speech restriction content-based and, hence, deserving of particularly exacting First 
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Amendment review.30 Another statute might be more carefully drafted. Even so, as it stands now, there is no recognizable, 
effective jurisprudential mechanism for reconciling information privacy with free expression.31 The Sorrell decision offers no 
guidance on how to determine when a state’s interest in consumer privacy is sufficiently compelling to rebuff a First 
Amendment challenge.32 Before Sorrell, various privacy laws from the analog era were subjected to First Amendment review. 
Rather than representing a balance of two competing interests, however, the Supreme Court treated the First Amendment as an 
unyielding trump card for defendants. *752 33 Repeatedly, the Court invalidated actions for common law privacy violations on 
free-speech grounds.34 Statutory privacy protections exist as well but, like their common law cousins, no clear paradigm for 
assessing their constitutionality has come to the fore.35 In sum, existing privacy law offers little guidance to a court trying to 
balance free speech with information privacy.

As a result, judges seeking guidance need to turn to precedents outside of privacy law. As with legal restrictions on the use of 
online data, intellectual property law necessarily bumps up against constitutional safeguards for free expression. Intellectual 
property laws, just like proposed data privacy laws, prevent others from engaging in expressive activity and thereby implicate 
the First Amendment. Laws permitting authors to stop dissemination of infringing works, trademark holders to block 
unauthorized use of their brands, and celebrities to shut down traffic in their personas all proscribe speech.36 Unlike proposed 
data privacy laws, intellectual property law has been on the books for decades. The result has been a raft of judicial decisions 
considering the proper balance of intellectual property rights and free speech.

Studying the different ways in which intellectual property law addresses expressive concerns offers a variety of models for 
resolving the *753 impending conflict between data privacy and the First Amendment. Yet intellectual property’s models for 
calibrating free-speech interests have been ignored by courts and rejected by privacy scholars. This Article remedies that 
failure. The Article begins in Part II by discussing the largely unexamined parallel between intellectual property law’s 
treatment of expression-based defenses and the similar accommodations that will need to be incorporated into data privacy law. 
Part II also addresses potential objections to modeling privacy law on intellectual property. Although there are some important 
conceptual differences between intellectual property and privacy protections, these differences are outweighed by their 
similarities, at least when it comes to the specific issue of how to harmonize such protections with expressive freedoms.

Parts III through V delineate the doctrinal mechanisms judges have built into copyright, trademark, and publicity rights law for 
balancing the interests of intellectual property owners with free-speech concerns. Part III describes how intellectual property 
law deems particular categories of plaintiff communication to be worthy of protection and unworthy of First Amendment 
privileges for unauthorized users. Part IV notes how intellectual property law uses speaker intent as a proxy for First 
Amendment interests. Part V details specific doctrinal mechanisms used to evaluate the expressive importance of an intellectual 
property defendant’s speech contribution. Parts III through V also describe how courts could use these mechanisms to evaluate 
the constitutionality of new data privacy laws. By borrowing from intellectual property, courts can respond to the current public 
demand for restrictions on data use while still protecting the key expressive interests at the heart of the First Amendment.

II. DEFENDING THE IP LAW/PRIVACY LAW ANALOGY

Both information privacy and intellectual property implicate the First Amendment. Restrictions on the collection and use of 
personal information limit speech. By declaring certain expressive activities to be infringing, intellectual property law does the 
same thing. Years of common law development have generated an extensive doctrinal apparatus for addressing free-speech 
concerns. As a result, intellectual property law offers a potential template for courts struggling to balance new data privacy laws 
with the Constitution’s right to free expression.

Nevertheless, many legal scholars reject comparisons between intellectual property and information privacy law. Instead, they
propose mobilizing another legal regime--contract law--to balance privacy and free speech concerns. Given this scholarly 
backdrop, this Article begins by making the case for analogizing intellectual property to data privacy. (Those already convinced 
of the salience of intellectual *754 property law to data privacy issues can move ahead to Part III.) This Part explains why the 
similarities between intellectual property and information privacy, at least on the narrow issue of accommodating free speech, 
outweigh the differences. It refutes the arguments of intellectual property skeptics while also demonstrating contract law’s 
inability to resolve the tension between data privacy and free speech.

A. Intellectual Property’s Relevance to Information Privacy
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Just like privacy regulation, intellectual property law often finds itself in tension with the First Amendment. Copyright, 
trademark, and publicity rights laws all limit communication by deeming a particular activity as infringing.37 Hence, just as 
privacy regulation for online data use can be viewed as a government rule that prohibits some speech, intellectual property law 
awards certain rights in expression to one group while preventing others from using the same or similar expression.

While sharing data privacy’s inherently speech-restrictive nature, intellectual property offers specific doctrinal 
accommodations for expressive interests. These accommodations possess two critical strengths, which augur in favor of their 
export to the information privacy context. First, intellectual property has a long history of balancing ownership rights with free 
speech. New privacy law protections are more likely to take root if they can be modeled on an existing area of law. Legal 
innovations enjoy greater acceptance if they appear based in a longstanding legal tradition.38 Judges concerned with reversal 
from courts above may find more comfort in borrowing from an established area of law than by creating a new body of legal 
doctrine out of whole cloth.39 As a result, drawing a parallel to intellectual property law’s doctrinal accommodations for free 
speech may stand a better chance of success than other privacy law innovations. These accommodations boast a long pedigree, 
one that has typically been validated when considered by the Supreme Court.40 Legitimacy concerns *755 may loom especially 
large in the data privacy context considering that new privacy regulations will compete with the constitutionally protected right 
to free speech.

Second, intellectual property law is not monolithic: it addresses free speech concerns in a variety of ways. As detailed below, 
judges and legislators trying to accommodate free expression while addressing privacy concerns have a menu of options to 
choose from if they decide to borrow from intellectual-property jurisprudence. This is a strength, yet one that most privacy 
theorists do not acknowledge.41 Under these options, speakers can receive immunity from infringement suits by demonstrating 
certain kinds of speaker intent, a particular reshaping of existing expressive content, or that the speech’s subject falls into a 
predetermined, favored category. These defensive options offer a rich template for calibrating expressive interests, a potential 
improvement from the few simplistic and overly speech-protective precedents that currently set the boundary between 
information privacy and free expression.

B. Answering the Intellectual Property Skeptics

Despite these strengths, many scholars reject analogies between intellectual property and information privacy. The scholars’ 
objections boil down to three concerns: differences in supply, underlying rationales, and terminology.42

First, some skeptics maintain that any analogy between intellectual property and data privacy is inapt because the former deals 
with a problem of scarcity not found with the latter. At root, intellectual property rights are justified by the natural scarcity in 
intellectual goods that would result if we allowed unrestrained market forces to work their will.43 If creators lacked the ability to 
prevent unauthorized use of their works, they would no longer create with sufficient frequency, and information products would 
be in too short supply. To *756 fix this problem, intellectual property law not only awards creators the legal right to stop 
unauthorized uses, but it also makes these rights freely alienable.44

Personal data, by contrast, is not in short supply. Instead, our online activities cause the continual generation of more and more 
personal information, whether we like it or not.45 Given the ever-increasing amount of personal data revealed online, skeptics 
argue there is no need to grant individuals an alienable right resembling an intellectual property right to encourage the creation 
and dissemination of more of that data.46

The disjunction between intellectual property law’s efforts to stimulate the creation and dissemination of new works and 
privacy law’s contrasting efforts to restrict the flow of information should give us pause. Consumers do not need legal prompts 
to create more personal data because life in a wired world does this for us already. As a result, some of intellectual property 
law’s provisions would be an ill fit for information privacy concerns.47

*757 Yet just because the commodity at issue in intellectual property (creative output) is naturally scarce and the commodity at 
issue in informational privacy (personal data) is naturally abundant does not mean that the one legal regime has nothing to tell 
the other. The markets for the subject of a legal entitlement may differ, but once the legal entitlement has been established, 
lawmakers need to decide how to construe that entitlement when it clashes with another legal protection. Even after the initial 
entitlement is constructed, based on its natural abundance or scarcity, defenses to that entitlement still need to be built to take 
competing interests into account.48
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Moreover, these defenses must be based on more than the scarcity concerns that triggered the original entitlement. Supreme 
Court precedent holds that content-based government regulation of speech warrants strict constitutional scrutiny regardless of 
the amount of speech actually restricted.49 The interfaces developed to balance intellectual property rights and speech 
incorporate a host of other normative goals--autonomy interests, fairness concerns, opportunities for democratic 
participation--separate from the incentive-based rationales animating much of the rest of copyright, trademark, and 
publicity-rights law.50 Hence, it is the way that intellectual property law addresses defenses based on free expression, not the 
way this law promotes the initial creation and licensing of creative goods, that should be of most interest to privacy scholars, 
particularly in the wake of the Sorrell decision.

Second, some contend that intellectual property and privacy law have little to tell each other because of their different 
theoretical underpinnings. Intellectual property is most often justified in utilitarian terms.51 Copyright’s constitutional basis is 
the promotion of “useful arts,” not the dignitary values of artists and inventors.52 Similarly, modern trademark law is described 
instrumentally--it protects consumers from inefficient searching and encourages business investments in product quality.53

Even the right of publicity, which blocks unauthorized commercial uses of one’s persona, may be promoted as a necessary tool 
to encourage the creation of captivating celebrity personas.54 In contrast, privacy regulation is typically justified in terms *758
of personal dignity and autonomy.55 Disclosure of personal information against one’s will is often objected to because of the 
emotional harm it inflicts on the data subject, not because of instrumental concerns over the market for personal information.56

As a result, some scholars suggest that importing the utilitarian intellectual property framework to privacy law is an 
inappropriate use of economic regulation to resolve questions of civil liberty.57

Again, these differences, while perhaps showing that privacy protections should not be exact replicas of intellectual property 
rights, do not militate against studying the way intellectual property laws negotiate the First Amendment. In actuality, the 
theoretical bases for intellectual property law are mixed. It is simply not accurate to argue that intellectual property’s purposes 
are antithetical to the goals of privacy regulation.58 Although intellectual property tends to rely more on utilitarian justifications 
than privacy law, it also routinely draws on personhood theories. The right of publicity is based, to a large degree, on the 
argument that individuals naturally have a right to control management of their personae.59 “Labor-dessert” theory, which holds 
that individuals have an inherent right to enjoy the fruits of their labors, plays a large role in copyright and trademark 
jurisprudence.60 For example, trademark dilution law seems largely justified by a labor-dessert view that those who build up a 
brand name deserve a legal shield from competing uses threatening to dim that brand’s signaling power.61 Similarly, copyright 
law decisions frequently invoke *759 natural rights in assessing the scope of a particular copyright.62 Given that many of the 
theoretical bases behind intellectual property mirror those advanced in favor of privacy protections, and intellectual property 
law has developed several mechanisms for balancing the rights of creators with the speech rights of downstream speakers, it 
makes sense to look for potential lessons in this area of expression-based defenses.

Finally, some object that because intellectual property law awards “property” rights to individuals, it is not a good fit for the 
different issues surrounding information privacy.63 Those holding this position maintain that property rights must have explicit 
boundaries and that privacy is too broad of a subject to be confined within the property box.64 Intellectual property can 
accommodate free speech in its particular fashion, the argument goes, because there are well-defined contours to intellectual 
property rights that can be pitted against expressive concerns. The same accommodations would not work for privacy 
regulation, however, as privacy’s vague boundaries would chill an excessive amount of speech by commercial actors who 
cannot determine where privacy begins or ends.65

It is true that privacy is notoriously hard to define. Robert Post once lamented, “Privacy is a value so complex, so entangled in 
competing and contradictory dimensions, so engorged with various and distinct meanings, that I sometimes despair whether it 
can be usefully addressed at all.”66 Yet, as with the other critiques, this objection should not forestall examination of the way 
intellectual property law balances free speech. Although it is true that the term “privacy” is subject to multiple definitions, 
privacy’s contours become more obvious when we focus on a particular legal entitlement in personal information. This Article 
leaves aside the two most familiar areas of privacy regulation: the decisional privacy rights used to justify intimate personal 
choices like the right to elect to have an abortion and residential privacy rights that protect against government intrusions in the 
home. Instead, the particular question addressed here is how to balance restrictions on the collection and dissemination of 
online consumer data with rights in free expression. Narrowing the focus to online *760 uses of personal information brings a 
potential right in data privacy into a sharper, more definable focus, thereby alleviating some concerns over the fuzzy contours 
of “privacy,” as that term is popularly used.
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In addition, we should recognize that intellectual property rights are not always known for their crystal-clear boundaries. For 
example, legal entitlement to copyright is dependent on a judicial determination that the work at issue is an expression rather 
than an idea.67 This is a notoriously hazy distinction that can be impossible for creators to assess ex ante.68 Similarly, the scope 
of someone’s right in a particular trademarked term depends on judicial evaluation of the likelihood of consumer confusion, an 
infamously fluid and unpredictable appraisal.69 Instead of throwing up their hands at intellectual property’s vagaries, courts 
have stepped in to announce principles for reconciling these admittedly indefinite rights with the competing right to free 
expression. Hence, the argument that intellectual property has clear boundaries and, therefore, can be conceptualized as 
“property” while online privacy rights are unknowable and unworkable under the property rubric is unconvincing.70 Once some 
protection for data privacy has been established (whether it is characterized as a “property” right or not), we are still left with 
the question of how to balance that protection with free speech concerns.71

*761 C. The Insufficiency of Contract

One final development in the recent information privacy scholarship deserves mention. A number of legal scholars have 
concluded that the free-speech/privacy conflict can be best managed through private ordering.72 Consumers that resent the 
liberties taken by online providers with their personal data simply need to negotiate contractual terms that will provide them 
greater control. Perhaps the most appealing aspect of a contractual approach is that it promises to protect privacy while avoiding 
First Amendment challenges. In the Supreme Court’s free speech jurisprudence, there is little concern with individuals giving 
up their speech rights via contract. The Court has been clear: contracts not to speak are constitutional.73 As First Amendment 
scholar Eugene Volokh notes, “The great free speech advantage of the contract model is that it does not endorse any right to 
‘stop people from speaking about me.’ Rather, it endorses a right to ‘stop people from violating their promises to me.”’74

Unfortunately, problems with the contractual approach outweigh its merits. Contract can only play a limited role in reconciling 
free speech with increased data privacy given the structural power imbalance between individual consumers and data users, 
cognitive difficulties inherent in making privacy choices, and contract law’s particular legal limitations.

A close look at the dynamics of online commerce and communication reveals serious flaws in the market between data subjects 
and users for better privacy terms. Consumers face collective action problems in attempting to push online providers into 
offering more protective terms of service.75 Part of the problem is that individual harm from data misuse is usually minimal, 
thereby making it unlikely that large groups of online consumers will band together to negotiate better terms of service. 
Moreover, data misuse often occurs without consumer awareness.76 As a result, online entities may be concerned with their 
corporate reputations, but they also appear somewhat immune to public backlash over their use of personal data. For example, 
*762 despite being viewed in many circles as a privacy scofflaw,77 Facebook enjoyed a historic initial public offering, reaching 
a peak market capitalization of $104 billion, and currently has 1.11 billion subscribers.78 Most online providers typically 
confront their data subjects with a one-size-fits-all offer: give up your personal information or forego the proffered online 
services.79 Given the importance of online participation, both socially and economically in modern life, it is unrealistic to expect 
consumers to choose the latter option.80

Even without these structural barriers, consumers would still have trouble evaluating proposed privacy terms. A consumer 
agreeing to disclose personal information has little sense as to the universe of third parties likely to also have access to this 
information.81 Consumers understand that their own disclosure might result in a particular item of data being used by the Web 
site they make the disclosure to. But they have no way of knowing when their personal data, perhaps voluntarily offered to one 
business, has been passed along to the business’s other divisions or subcontractors,82 or, even more disturbing from a privacy 
perspective, sold to unknown entities, which may have a very different purpose and corporate philosophy than the business to 
*763 which they made the original disclosure.83 In the ecology of the Web, thousands of unrelated Web sites all participate and 
share data in a single advertising network.84 Survey evidence shows that consumers do not know that businesses track a person’s 
entire online history as opposed to just their transactions with one particular Web site.85 They do not realize that disclosures of 
data to different Web sites can be combined to develop robust profiles sometimes so precise so as to remove the cloak of 
consumer anonymity.86 Most online shoppers would be shocked to discover that retailers like Target and Amazon combine 
myriad bits of online data from thousands of sources to identify and predict the intimate details of their customers’ lives, such as 
their reading habits or an undisclosed pregnancy, all in an effort to make their sales pitches more effective.87

Greater transparency will not resolve these problems. Cognitive biases skew assessments of the costs and benefits of greater 
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privacy protection. Even with more disclosure of where data goes and how it is used, consumers cannot accurately assess (1) the 
risk of loss of personal information from participating in behavioral targeting (i.e. data breaches); and (2) the magnitude of 
potential harms from such a loss.88 Optimism bias tends to cause consumers to go for the immediate reward of an online 
transaction rather than looking for alternatives with better privacy terms. We want more privacy but are unwilling to delay 
gratification in order to get it. At the same time, we minimize the costs of future harms from privacy violations.89 Thanks to 
these cognitive handicaps, even highly motivated consumers accidentally trigger undesired privacy settings when they navigate
online interfaces.90 Studies demonstrate that the mere existence of a privacy *764 policy, regardless of its actual contents, tends 
to increase consumer disclosure.91

Finally, contract law itself imposes several impediments on those seeking greater privacy protection. Contractual protections 
only apply to the original transacting parties.92 Because the nature of online data collection and sharing typically involves the 
collection of data by one party and its use by another party, consumers relying on contract would often be left with no recourse 
against the actual data user.93 Another shortcoming relates to the nature of contract damages. The majority of undesired online 
disclosures yield minimal, intangible harms. In the aggregate, these harms produce significant social costs,94 but considered 
individually, they are harms that contract law *765 currently refuses to recognize.95 Hence, consumers might find themselves 
with a contractual right to prevent privacy violations but lacking sufficient proof of damages to actually exercise that right.96 In 
addition, contractual privacy solutions still implicate free expression. Contracts designed to ensure privacy can chill speech. 
Parties might enter into an agreement not to disclose certain sensitive personal details, but outside disclosure of these details 
could also be in the public interest depending on the nature of the information and how it was to be used.97 A contractual legal 
regime allowing too much restriction on the sharing of data could impoverish the discourse.98

Given these problems, contract law cannot resolve the tension between enhanced data privacy and free speech.99 Instead, 
additional *766 regulatory responses and doctrinal accommodations will be needed. As discussed below, intellectual property 
law offers different models for balancing privacy with free speech. One approach focuses on the plaintiff’s speech subject. 
Instead of analyzing what the defendant has done with the plaintiff’s materials, the court must categorize the intellectual 
property holder’s expressive project and render a decision as to the defendant’s free speech rights on that basis. Another 
approach focuses on the defendant’s intent, using evidence of motive to divide infringing use from permissible expression. A 
final method assays the expressive potential of the defendant’s speech, leaving questions about the defendant’s intent or subject 
of the plaintiff’s original expression largely to the side. Parts III-V investigate the soundness of each of these models and 
discuss how they can be implemented in a combined fashion to bridge the privacy/free speech divide.

III. FREE SPEECH AND SUBJECT MATTER

One potential starting point in weighing expressive rights against other interests is to focus on the expression’s subject. The 
thought behind such an approach is that some subjects of communication are more critical to the goals behind the First 
Amendment than others. Courts trying to achieve a balance between intellectual property rights and free expression have built 
doctrines that weigh free speech defenses by categorizing the subject of the original communication. This Part describes these 
doctrines, as well as their potential application to the privacy/free speech divide.

A. Copyright’s Focus on Speech Subject

To some degree, all intellectual property regimes employ free speech safeguards based on the intellectual property holder’s 
speech subject. For example, the type of trademark held by the plaintiff is relevant to building a case for trademark 
infringement, which requires a showing of “likelihood of confusion.”100 Under established doctrine, those holding a more 
distinctive or unique mark (e.g., Apple for computers) have an easier time demonstrating infringement than those holding a less 
distinctive mark (e.g., eMachines for computers).101 Hence, built in to the fabric of trademark law is a presumption against 
trademark protection for words considered critical to downstream expression.

*767 In a parallel manner, the type of celebrity at issue can impact the success of a right of publicity claim. The right of 
publicity gives individuals a right to block unauthorized commercial uses of their personas. Given the importance of celebrities 
to daily discourse, serious free speech concerns are raised by the right. As a result, both courts and legislatures have created 
defenses immunizing some journalistic uses of celebrity names or images. Some courts evaluating “newsworthiness” defenses 
to right of publicity claims ask whether the subject of the defendant’s expression was of “public concern.”102 If so, the subject’s 
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publicity interests must be sacrificed to the First Amendment. For example, given his prominence in popular culture, one court 
deemed stories of Clint Eastwood’s romantic dalliances a matter of “public concern.”103 At least one state right-of-publicity law 
draws a distinction between appropriation of a famous personality and appropriation of a persona without commercial value.104

Persons falling into the latter category enjoy a much more limited scope of protection and, hence, must submit to more 
unauthorized uses.105

The categorization approach is most evident in copyright law. The primary accommodations copyright law makes for free 
speech involve categorization of the plaintiff’s work. Less attention is paid to what the defendant actually does with that 
plaintiff’s work. When the plaintiff’s communication falls into a disfavored category identified with free speech interests 
(ideas, raw facts, or “scenes-a-faire”), copyright’s expressive defenses pack their greatest punch. When the plaintiff’s 
communication falls into a favored subject category viewed as less essential to downstream expression (e.g., fictional works), 
free speech concerns recede. Copyright law does this through two particular judicial innovations: (1) the idea/expression 
dichotomy; and (2) the fair-use defense. According to the Supreme Court, their existence exempts *768 copyright law from the 
more searching judicial review one might expect for government regulation of expression.106

For our purposes, two points regarding these measures bear emphasis. First, courts largely examine the kind of communication 
created by the plaintiff, not the defendant’s use of that communication. Under the idea/expression dichotomy, an author can be 
awarded a property right in a particular expression (thereby preventing other speech) but not in the idea behind the expression. 
The thought behind this copyright principle is that ideas are too valuable to be monopolized by one party. Instead, they remain 
in the public domain as building blocks for other creations.107 Courts apply the dichotomy by placing the communication that 
the plaintiff is trying to protect in one of two categories: “idea” or “expression.”

Over time, courts have attached additional speech protective mechanisms onto the idea/expression edifice. Again, these 
mechanisms require categorization of the plaintiff’s speech. Copyright law’s merger doctrine reasons that when the plaintiff’s 
subject matter is susceptible to only one or a limited number of possible expressions, the subject matter may not be 
copyrighted.108 This is another judicial mechanism for accommodating First Amendment principles and, again, the focus is on 
the plaintiff’s work, not the defendant’s use of that work.109

Similarly, judges have created the scenes-a-faire doctrine, which allows others to borrow stock characters, themes, and scenic 
elements from a copyrighted work in order to portray a particular time and place.110 Unlike the merger doctrine, the 
scenes-a-faire doctrine does not involve an expression that is impossible to separate from its underlying idea. Rather, it takes 
certain dramatic conventions employed by the plaintiff and removes them from copyright protection to further expressive 
interests.111 For example, particular plot details in a romance *769 novel--a husband and wife endure a miscarriage, separate, 
reunite, rediscover their love for each other, and, in the end, expect another child--are too “standard” in the romance novel genre 
to enjoy copyright protection.112 Although judges first applied the scenes-a-faire doctrine in the context of dramatic works, they 
have since expanded it to protect all manner of speech, including computer code.113 As with the idea/expression dichotomy, 
courts examine the plaintiff’s communication to determine whether it falls into the category of an unprotectable scene-a-faire.

Copyright’s fair-use defense also trains its attention on the plaintiff’s speech subject. As affirmed by the Supreme Court, “the 
nature of the interest at stake is highly relevant to whether a given use is fair.”114 The defense requires a court to interrogate four 
factors:
• the purpose and character of the use;

• the nature of the original work;

• the amount and substantiality of the original work taken;

• the market harm to the original.115

Three of the four fair-use factors focus on what has been borrowed from the original rather than on the use made by the 
infringer. Hence, the second factor asks a court to examine “the nature of the original work.” According to the Supreme Court, 
“This factor calls for recognition that some works are closer to the core of intended copyright protection than others.”116
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The third and fourth factors also require an analysis of the original communication. The third factor assesses the amount and
substantiality of the original work taken.117 For this factor, a court must analyze the substantiality of the taking from the 
perspective of the plaintiff’s work, not the defendant’s.118 To wit, in one case applying this factor, it did not matter that the 
material copied from a book on sales techniques comprised only a small fraction of the ultimate work  *770 created by the 
defendant.119 What was important, in evaluating the third factor, was the amount of material taken from the original.120 As 
explained by the Supreme Court in an earlier case interpreting the third factor, “[A] taking may not be excused merely because 
it is insubstantial with respect to the infringing work.”121

The fourth factor requires the court to determine the amount of market harm to the original. In evaluating this factor, courts 
inquire as to the worth of the original, as well as potential future derivative works that could be made from the original. 
Plaintiffs profit when they can show an effect on a market they are exploiting, thinking about exploiting, or could potentially 
exploit for their work.122 External benefits to parties other than the plaintiff are not considered in the fourth factor.

This is not to say that the defendant’s behavior has no bearing on copyright fair use. Some comparison of the defendant’s work 
to the plaintiff’s work is necessary to assess the third and fourth factors. Moreover, as described below, the first fair-use factor 
engages directly with the defendant’s work itself by analyzing its “purpose and character.”123 In general, however, the fair-use 
analysis represents an effort to categorize the plaintiff’s original communication and its importance to downstream expression. 
In applying factors two through four, courts scrutinize the plaintiff’s work to evaluate the strength of the defendant’s speech 
interest.

The second notable characteristic of copyright’s two main expressive defenses is that they privilege the use of factual 
information by others. In describing the idea/expression dichotomy, courts sometimes equate ideas with “facts” or 
“discoveries.”124 For example, when copyright was asserted in model building codes that had been subsequently adopted by two 
municipalities, a Web site operator that posted the codes raised the idea/expression dichotomy as a defense to infringement.125

The Fifth Circuit recognized the defense, holding that the codes were “facts” and, therefore, not copyrightable.126 The *771
justification for such a rule is to promote information exchange.127 As explained by the Fifth Circuit, the dichotomy furthers 
expression “by permitting the free flow of information in facts and ideas from their emergence.”128 The Supreme Court has 
ratified this First Amendment privilege for facts (at least in copyright law), holding that the “fact/expression dichotomy” 
prevents facts alone and compilations of facts lacking originality from being copyrighted.129

Judges similarly privilege factual speech when evaluating a copyright defendant’s fair-use defense. Free speech rights rise to 
the foreground when courts identify the plaintiff’s work as informational, rather than a work of entertainment.130 In analyzing 
the “nature of the original work” under the second fair-use factor, judges shield unauthorized use of factual works while being 
less willing to recognize a fair-use defense for use of fictional creations.131 Much turns on whether the original work is 
considered “factual” or “creative.”132 A copyright infringement suit against the compiler of an unauthorized Harry Potter 
reference guide illustrates the point. In rejecting the compiler’s fair-use defense, the court explained that the “creative nature” 
of the original Harry Potter books tipped the balance in favor of their author.133 Once it had identified the nonfactual nature of 
the original communication, the court could downplay the defendant’s free speech interests. On the other hand, an unauthorized 
biographer of L. Ron Hubbard won his fair-use defense, in part, because the biography’s original sources were deemed 
factual.134 The biographer quoted extensively, without permission, from Hubbard’s writings.135 Yet because the quoted works 
dealt “with Hubbard’s life, his views on religion, human relations, the Church, etc.,” the court concluded that they were “factual 
or informational,” thereby favoring the defendant on the second fair-use factor.136

*772 B. Categorization and Information Privacy

In sum, copyright’s idea/expression dichotomy and fair-use defense focus on the original work to determine whether its 
protection via copyright represents a threat to free expression. Creative activity that is particularly necessary as raw material for 
other creative output, like “facts,” “scenes-a-faire,” or highly informational works, is singled out as inappropriate for copyright 
protection. Applying a similar method to information privacy would focus attention on the particular data meant to be 
safeguarded, not on how or why that data was used by the defendant. Courts would need to identify ex ante species of data that 
should and should not be available for use by others.

This categorical approach makes some sense and should be utilized by courts evaluating First Amendment challenges to 
information privacy laws. In many ways, privacy law already operates under a categorical approach. Just as the objective in 
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copyright is to identify communicative materials that are necessary for downstream creation, the goal for privacy law is to 
identify personal data that is particularly sensitive or intimate.137 Both common law and statutory privacy protections attempt to 
pinpoint types of personal information that are highly sensitive and attach limits to their collection, use, and dissemination by 
others. The common law tort for public disclosure of private facts prevents public use of personal information if the information 
publicized “would be highly offensive to a reasonable person” and is not of public concern.138 Similarly, existing data privacy 
statutes target discrete, sensitive information like medical histories and financial records for heightened regulation in the 
interest of consumer protection.139

As currently employed by the courts, the categorical approach to information privacy seems to adequately safeguard 
restrictions on the use of especially sensitive personal information from First Amendment *773 challenges. An illustrative 
example is credit-report regulation. Even after accepting that records of consumer credit performance constitute “speech,” 
courts have applied only intermediate scrutiny to laws restricting the use of such records and held in favor of government 
regulators.140 For example, a privacy statute preventing a credit-reporting agency’s sale of targeted marketing lists survived a 
First Amendment challenge.141 In deciding that the privacy interest in one’s credit information outweighs free speech interests, 
the courts have highlighted two characteristics of the data at issue. First, credit-report information is tailored to individual 
consumers. As a result, it is not a subject of “public concern” and, therefore, is considered less essential to free expression.142

Second, credit-report information is personally sensitive.143 Significant harm to the individual can result from one unwanted 
disclosure. In the credit-report cases, First Amendment concerns appropriately receded once the data’s private, sensitive nature 
was identified.144 The decisions in the credit-report cases appear to match public sentiment for keeping certain personal data 
private and restricting outside speech that uses such data. One can envision similar results when it comes to upholding limits on 
the use of personal data involving health or sexuality.145

Exclusive reliance on the categorical approach would be a mistake, however. A solitary focus on the plaintiff’s communication
would *774 come at a cost for consumers. Take, for example, copyright law’s general willingness, both through the 
idea/expression dichotomy and the fair-use defense, to privilege unauthorized uses of factual information. While there may be 
reasons for such a policy in copyright law, when it comes to privacy law, a similar free ride for use of factual data makes little 
sense. Use of personal information, even when not of a sexual or financial nature, can cause real harms. Instrumentally, this 
information can be aggregated to unmask consumers, revealing things they wished to keep secret,146 as well as to track the 
online behavior of children.147 Moreover, the mere perception of being surveilled by others produces psychic harm.148 These 
concerns over the collection and use of quotidian, everyday data motivate current legislative proposals like “Do Not Track” acts 
and restrictions on the use of “like” buttons on Web sites targeting minors.149 These proposed laws would prevent some types of 
factual speech. Copyright’s categorical willingness to immunize fact-based speech, if exported to the data-privacy context, 
would stymie these laws and allow these harms to continue.

The copyright approach to free speech and factual data also clashes with an unacknowledged judicial intuition toward speech 
involving truthful, factual details. When confronted with First Amendment challenges to the regulation of such speech (as 
opposed to laws affecting more abstract literary, artistic, or ideological speech), courts have bent constitutional doctrine to 
justify government regulation of such speech. In describing this phenomenon, Ashutosh Bhagwat maintains that these decisions 
make sense because speech involving factual details can threaten greater social harm than other types of expression while 
simultaneously being less necessary to listener self-governance.150 For example, in Planned Parenthood of the 
Columbia/Willamette, Inc. v. American Coalition of Life Activists,151 the Ninth Circuit affirmed a lower court’s decision to 
issue an injunction shutting down an abortion protest Web site listing the names and home addresses of current abortion 
providers, as well as the names of abortion providers that had been killed or wounded.152 It justified this *775 decision by 
characterizing the Web site as a “true threat,”153 even though the Web site clearly did not meet the “true threat” standard.154 Yet 
one can understand why the Ninth Circuit rejected the anti-abortion activists’ First Amendment defense. Given the potential 
harm unleashed from the Web site’s specific disclosure of abortion provider addresses, and the arguable irrelevance of those 
addresses to any rational conception of self-governance, free speech interests seem less important and privacy concerns more 
relevant. Depending on context, factual data sometimes needs to be deemed less important to expressive needs, not more 
important.

The ultimate problem with an exclusively categorical approach is that it omits other concerns that are critical to reconciling 
privacy interests with free speech. Although information relating to sexual habits and financial disclosures appears to be firmly 
within information privacy expectations, this is not the sort of information that is valued by data aggregators.155 Instead, today’s 
advertisers prize the information gleaned from everyday online revelations. But there can be strong privacy interests in what
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appears, in the abstract, to be relatively innocuous information. For example, addresses are normally considered public 
information and not subject to privacy restrictions. But addresses can become extremely private depending on the 
circumstances of their revelation, particularly when revealed to others who could potentially do the subject harm. When the 
anti-abortion protestors in the Planned Parenthood case revealed the names and addresses of abortion providers, their speech 
posed dangers deserving of constitutional recognition. Context matters. For this reason, a focus on the data rather than the 
activities of the data user is a good start but an incomplete solution for the divide between privacy and free speech.

IV. INTENT

Another way to reconcile free speech with privacy is to look to the intent behind the speaker’s expression. For all three 
intellectual property regimes analyzed in this Article, the speaker’s mental state plays a role in calibrating First Amendment 
interests. Inquiries into bad faith and commercial motivation represent explicit and central parts *776 of the doctrinal balance 
between intangible property rights and the right to free expression. The experience of intellectual property law suggests that 
evidence of intent should play an important, yet limited, role in judicial analysis of First Amendment challenges to data privacy 
laws.

A. Improper Motive and Free Speech

The motivations relevant to calibrating intellectual property rights with free speech can be divided into two broad areas: “bad 
faith” and “commercial motivation.” Considerations of bad faith can be found in expression-based defenses for all three of the 
intellectual property regimes discussed in this Article. Courts have probed user bad faith when construing copyright’s fair-use 
defense,156 and defendant “good faith” has been referenced in cases evaluating First Amendment defenses to right-of-publicity 
claims.157 Yet bad faith has greatest salience when considering expression-based defenses in trademark law.

To state a claim for trademark infringement, a plaintiff must allege facts demonstrating ownership of a valid trademark and use 
of that mark by the defendant in a way that is likely to confuse consumers.158 Even if the plaintiff carries his or her burden of 
proof as to these two elements, a defendant may escape liability through two judicially created “fair use” defenses: descriptive 
and nominative fair use. These defenses provide some important breathing room for free expression even when that expression 
could potentially confuse some consumers.159 Descriptive fair use exempts unauthorized mark uses that accurately describe a 
defendant’s product. Hence, even though a food products manufacturer held trademark rights in the term “Fish-Fri,” a rival 
manufacturer could also use the term to describe its own batter mix for frying fish.160 Nominative fair use applies when a 
defendant uses a mark not to brand its own product but to identify the plaintiff’s product. For example, when a newspaper used 
the trademarked term “Boston Marathon” to report on the famous race, it satisfied the nominative fair-use defense.161 The 
newspaper was allowed *777 to use the trademark because it used the mark to identify the race, not to market a race of its 
own.162

As articulated by the courts (and, in the case of descriptive fair use, also by statute), both of these defenses require an evaluation 
of the defendant’s mindset and are unavailable to those judged to be acting with improper motives. In evaluating the descriptive 
fair-use defense, courts are statutorily required to look to whether the defendant used the mark “in good faith.”163 Nominative 
fair use, a strictly common law construction, is similar. The Third Circuit states that the nominative fair-use test requires an 
examination of “the intent of the defendant in adopting the mark,”164 adding that “[i] t is the circumstance in which a court does 
not find bad intent but does find confusion that a nominative fair use defense will be most useful.”165 In a similar vein, the Ninth 
Circuit requires an analysis of whether the defendant used “only so much of the mark . . . as is reasonably necessary to identify 
the products or services,”166 an inquiry that some describe as synonymous with investigating the defendant’s intent.167 As 
characterized by one federal appellate judge, “the entire ‘nominative fair use’ defense asks whether the use was made with the 
intent to confuse.”168

A different inquiry into speaker mental state asks not whether the defendant acted in bad faith, but rather whether she was 
commercially motivated. If so, free speech interests are deemed less pressing and the rights of the intellectual property holder 
tend to take precedence. Again, this type of mental-state inquiry is common to copyright, trademark, and right-of-publicity law.

In copyright, the first factor of the fair-use defense explicitly requires courts to consider “the purpose and character of the use, 
including whether such use is of a commercial nature.”169 Some courts have described the first factor as an inquiry into 
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commercial motive.170 Unauthorized use of copyrighted material in an advertising context is particularly frowned upon since the 
advertiser’s primary intent in using *778 the work seems to be to sell a product.171 This holds true even if the plaintiff’s original 
communication was also intended to sell a product.172 Evidence of commercial motivation may negate a defendant’s other, more 
laudatory reasons for using copyrighted material. For example, despite its journalistic importance, an unauthorized re-broadcast 
of copyrighted footage of the beating of truck driver Reginald Denny during the 1992 Los Angeles riots on a television 
newscast was deemed not to be fair use given a finding that the newscaster was motivated by profit.173

On the other hand, noncommercial motivations are looked on favorably. In one seminal copyright fair-use analysis, the 
Supreme Court determined that when individual users of video recording devices made unauthorized copies of copyrighted 
television programs for the noncommercial purpose of privately watching their favorite shows at a more convenient time, such 
activity was fair use.174 Central to the Court’s determination was its perception that the users lacked a “commercial motivation” 
in making their unauthorized copies.175

In a similar fashion, some courts place great weight on commercial motivations in deciding what should triumph--a celebrity’s 
right of publicity or an unauthorized user’s free speech interests. For example, courts in Missouri employ a “predominant 
purpose test,” which asks whether the motivation behind the use of a person’s identity is commercial exploitation or expressive 
activity.176 If the predominant purpose is commercial exploitation, then the defendant’s First Amendment defense fails. In the 
main case setting out this test, the court relied on evidence that the defendant, a comic book publisher, used a professional 
hockey player’s persona in its Spawn comic books to induce hockey fans to purchase its comics.177 This evidence led the court 
to conclude that the use of the hockey player’s persona was predominantly a “ploy” to sell comic books, and the court, 
therefore, found in favor of the hockey player.178 In other words, the publisher’s commercial motivation negated a potential First 
Amendment defense. Outside of Missouri, other courts have used commercial intent to *779 downplay the First Amendment 
interests of right-of-publicity defendants.179

Trademark law also scrutinizes commercial motives. In addition to the descriptive and nominative fair-use tests, trademark 
law’s third major initiative to safeguard expressive activity, the Rogers test, asks whether use of the plaintiff’s trademark is (1) 
“artistic[ally] relevant” to the defendant’s work; and (2) whether use of the plaintiff’s trademark is “explicitly misleading.”180 If 
the court answers yes to the first question and no to the second, the defendant escapes liability. Even more so than trademark’s 
two fair-use defenses, the Rogers test has the potential to immunize a great deal of expressive activity from trademark 
infringement claims. Overall, courts have interpreted its two prongs in a defendant-friendly manner, adopting a broad view of 
what is artistically relevant181 and ensuring that the “explicitly misleading” standard puts the plaintiff to a higher burden of proof 
than the standard likelihood of confusion analysis.182 Yet courts also posit that only noncommercial expression is eligible for the 
Rogers safe harbor.183 Hence, it is of enormous importance for defendants seeking the protection of Rogers to convince the court 
that their trademark use was not commercial.

Often, the commerciality question is determined by reference to the defendant’s intent.184 For example, the Third Circuit 
rejected a *780 Rogers defense advanced by the National Football League (NFL) when it used, without authorization, the voice 
of legendary sports announcer John Facenda in its twenty-two minute film The Making of Madden NFL 06.185 Facenda’s estate 
sued for false endorsement, contending that fans hearing his voice on the film would assume that he had lent his approval to the 
film and the videogame it was describing, John Madden Football.186 The NFL maintained its periodic use of Facenda’s voice 
represented an artistic choice for a documentary film, not an effort to confuse consumers.187 The court rejected this argument, 
explaining that the NFL’s “economic motivation” rendered the film commercial speech.188 Because no one in the film had 
anything negative to say about the videogame, the court did not believe the film had a “documentary purpose.”189 The court 
found that the film was only meant to serve as an advertisement for the Madden videogame.190 As a result, the use was 
commercially motivated, and the NFL could not take advantage of the Rogers defense.191

The Ninth Circuit performed a similar analysis when Vanna White sued for the unauthorized use of her persona in a print 
advertisement for Samsung VCRs.192 White sued under the same trademark cause of action used by Facenda’s estate.193

Samsung responded to White’s suit with a free speech defense based on parody.194 The use in question featured only a robot 
dressed in a gown, pearls, and blonde wig standing next to the Wheel of Fortune letterboard above the caption: 
“Longest-running game show, 2012 A.D.”195 The court accepted White’s claim that consumers viewing the ad would 
mistakenly think she had endorsed Samsung’s product.196 It then brusquely rejected Samsung’s free speech argument, 
explaining that trademark law’s potential *781 for censoring advertising presented no First Amendment concerns.197 Even if 
Samsung meant to spoof the famous letter turner, perhaps making fun of Ms. White’s longevity and robotic demeanor, the court 
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found it potentially dispositive that Samsung also meant to confuse consumers regarding White’s endorsement.198 Ultimately, 
the court’s decision hinged on its belief that Samsung intended the commercial as an advertisement.199 Once it decided that 
Samsung primarily intended a “knock-off,” not a “parody,” it was able to ignore the free speech implications of a judgment in 
White’s favor.200

B. Information Privacy and Proscribed Motivations

The discussion above reveals that one method for balancing societal interests with expressive rights is to scrutinize speaker
motivations. Intellectual property law, particularly trademark doctrine, hinges the success of its expression-based defenses on 
showings of speaker “good faith” and noncommercial motive. This method attempts to protect First Amendment values by only 
restricting speech made with the wrong intentions.

To many First Amendment scholars, however, it is unclear why a speaker’s motive should ever matter, particularly when 
primary consideration is given to the First Amendment interests of listeners.201 If First Amendment interests are meant to turn on 
the value or harm of the speech to others, the speaker’s state of mind should be disregarded.202 The motivations of 
communicators seem largely irrelevant if the First Amendment is meant to facilitate the search for truth or provide information 
for democratic self-governance.203

Nevertheless, as in intellectual property law, intent should have some role in assessing information privacy’s First Amendment 
boundaries. *782 There are three main reasons for using intent to assess the constitutionality of data privacy laws. First, from a 
practical perspective, judges can easily incorporate an analysis of intent into their larger consideration of the constitutionality of 
information privacy laws. Many other areas of the law focus on evidence of mental state, including some pockets of First 
Amendment jurisprudence.204 From criminal law to tort law, judges routinely must assess a defendant’s inner thoughts in order 
to determine whether there has been a legal violation. Hence, there is a level of judicial comfort with examinations of intent. As 
mentioned, a doctrinal innovation is more likely to take root if it resembles other, more firmly established legal standards.205

Second, and more importantly, some consideration of intent makes sense when other values behind the First Amendment are 
considered. When speaker interests are taken into account, intent’s relevance becomes clearer. Much of First Amendment law 
is justified by reference to speaker autonomy.206 Leslie Kendrick writes persuasively that it is improper to hold speakers strictly 
liable for speech-related harms precisely because of these autonomy concerns.207 A legal regime that did nothing to 
acknowledge speaker mental state would not show a proper regard for speaker interests in being able to freely and openly 
communicate.208

Third, some consideration of intent is necessary when punishing speech to avoid undesirable chilling effects. Strict liability for 
speech-related acts potentially stifles expression. By requiring some evidence of a culpable mental state before holding a 
speaker liable, the law provides *783 notice to those whose speech may cause sanctionable harms and offers breathing space to 
those who (even if misguidedly) wish to speak out of noble intentions.209 Thus, when evaluating a data user’s First Amendment 
defense, some consideration should be paid to the motivations guiding their data use.

These arguments have not gone unnoticed by some information privacy scholars. In assessing First Amendment limits on 
information-privacy protections, they recommend greater attention to speaker interests and speaker mental state (and less of a 
focus on the category of personal information used by the speaker).210 For example, Jane Bambauer calls for an invigoration of 
the common law tort against “intrusion upon seclusion” to address modern privacy concerns.211 Under Bambauer’s conception 
of the tort, certain observations of human activities would be prohibited if the observation “incorporates a sufficient amount of 
intent.”212 Part of this approach would require scrutiny of the reasons behind the defendant’s use.213 Similarly, Daniel Solove 
urges courts to resolve the privacy/free expression boundary by adopting a more contextual approach.214 He contends that by 
going beyond study of the data itself and determining which motivations for secondary data use are acceptable and which 
should prevent application of a First Amendment defense, privacy law could more effectively address consumer injury.215

Ultimately, intent’s role in representing speaker interests makes it a necessary part of balancing information privacy with free 
speech. But, for two main reasons, intent should not be a deciding factor in most cases and its consideration should be closely 
cabined. First, strenuous reliance on defendant intent offers little information for potential litigants. Requiring courts to address 
the data privacy/free speech balance by focusing exclusively on defendant motivation could yield unintended consequences.216

Although courts may be comfortable *784 intuiting a defendant’s mental state, motive is hard for parties to assess in advance of 
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litigation. In the trademark context, courts have given themselves wide latitude in determining bad faith.217 The Second Circuit 
explains that “any evidence that is probative of intent to trade on the protected mark would be relevant to the good faith inquiry” 
necessary to show descriptive fair use.218 Proof of intent to confuse consumers surely seems relevant to this inquiry, but courts 
sometimes construe bad faith more broadly and seize on any behavior that seems to transgress standard commercial practice. 
For example, a defendant’s decision not to purchase a readily available license to use the trademarked song title “Sing, Sing, 
Sing” meant that it could not defend its use of the term “Swing, Swing, Swing” to sell golf clubs as fair use.219 In another case, 
the court highlighted the “hidden” nature of metatag use of trademarks in rejecting a nominative fair-use defense for such 
behavior.220 Trademark holders suing for infringement and defendants seeking the safe harbors of descriptive or nominative fair 
use can find themselves on uncertain ground, not knowing how a court will elect to interpret “bad faith.”

It is not only that “bad faith” is an amorphous category. Inquiries into motive are inherently messy.221 Privacy scholars attempt 
to give content to an information-privacy mental-state requirement by using words like “deliberate,” “obnoxious,” and “a 
sufficient amount of intent,” and contend that these terms will be concretized over years of common law development.222 But 
these words seem plagued with the same inherent opacity as “bad faith.”

Second, limiting the regulation of online data usage to acts done in “bad faith” could short circuit regulatory efforts. Such proof 
could be simply too hard for plaintiffs to come by and result in inevitable First Amendment victories for data collectors and
users. History shows that intent requirements can sap the effectiveness of once promising legal innovations, particularly when it 
comes to calibrating privacy and free speech. One need look no further than the unrealized potential of longstanding common 
law privacy torts. Although states are divided on this issue, the general trend is for common law private disclosure *785 claims 
to require proof of intent; negligent disclosures are insufficient to trigger liability.223 Intrusion upon seclusion claims also 
require intent.224 There is wide agreement that by requiring proof of intentional conduct, courts have eviscerated these causes of 
action.225 On the whole, plaintiffs simply cannot come up with, or lack the financial will to try to locate, sufficient evidence of 
intent to prosecute these actions. A similar emphasis on intent in balancing new data privacy protections with free speech 
concerns might produce parallel results, in effect immunizing all data uses that are not obviously committed in “bad faith.” The 
result would be a new round of measures designed to safeguard privacy interests that would founder on the rock of too-stringent
mental-state requirements.

The better course is to presume that commercially motivated uses of personal data deserve less First Amendment protection 
than most other types of data usage. Apart from this presumption, speaker intent should be relevant only in exceptional cases. 
First Amendment claims for commercially motivated use of data should be greeted more skeptically than noncommercial ones. 
For example, in the Sorrell case,226 the use of prescribing data to market brand-name drugs to physicians was commercially 
motivated and, hence, should have triggered a lower tier of First Amendment review. This would have happened if the Sorrell 
court had assessed First Amendment interests in the same manner as intellectual property law. For example, under trademark 
doctrine, evidence of the speaker’s commercial motive causes courts to downplay First Amendment interests (in the form of the
Rogers test).227 Employing commercial motive in this fashion makes some sense given the Supreme Court’s commercial speech 
doctrine (ignored in Sorrell), which singles out speech made to propose a commercial transaction for a lesser brand of First 
Amendment review.228 It also follows intellectual property law’s longstanding precedent-- whether through the right of 
publicity’s predominant purpose test, the first factor of copyright fair use, or application of trademark’s Rogers test--of 
downgrading First Amendment arguments made by commercially motivated speakers.229

*786 Apart from consideration of commercial intent, courts and legislators should limit the number of proscribed motivations 
eligible for consideration. A generalized inquiry into “bad faith” should be avoided. Instead, to avoid some of the problems that 
have plagued both trademark’s fair-use defenses and the common law privacy torts, unacceptable motivations for data 
collection should be specifically described in new information privacy statutes. One could envision proof of intent to defraud 
consumers automatically invalidating a data user’s free speech argument. Perhaps exceptions for collection and use of personal 
data motivated by scientific research or law enforcement purposes could be written into the new data-privacy laws. Outside of 
these clearly delineated boundaries, however, speaker motivation should not control when weighing information privacy 
against free speech.230 Instead, a third consideration needs to be added to the mix.

V. ASSESSING THE DEFENDANT’S SPEECH CONTRIBUTION

Thus far, we have considered two potential mechanisms for calibrating privacy with free speech. One trains its attention on the 
subject of the speech, i.e., the plaintiff’s original communicative contribution. Another scrutinizes the defendant’s motives. A 
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third approach examines the defendant’s activity, not for evidence of bad faith or commercial motivation, but to assess the 
defendant’s contribution to public discourse. This approach is particularly prevalent in cases addressing First Amendment 
challenges to the right of publicity. Judicially devised doctrinal defenses evaluate the defendant’s speech contribution and 
determine free speech interests on that basis. Similar measures, considered in conjunction with the first two approaches, could 
offer a more balanced means for calibrating data privacy with free speech, one that would uphold the constitutionality of 
tailored limitations on the collection and use of online personal data.

A. IP’s Formalized Mechanisms for Assessing New Expression

All three intellectual property regimes, at times, scrutinize the defendant’s speech contribution to determine whether the 
property right at issue should yield to First Amendment interests. Trademark courts sometimes engage in an ad hoc balancing 
test designed to safeguard a defendant’s valuable expressive activities. In this test, a court scrutinizes the manner in which the 
defendant uses the plaintiff’s trademark. *787 231 If it is recognized from the outset that the defendant is using the plaintiff’s 
mark in a socially valuable, expressive way, the court will apply that understanding to the multifactor likelihood-of-confusion 
test.232 One commentator describes this as “putting a discrete judicial finger on the scales in favor of the defendant.”233 This 
approach has been used to protect the unauthorized use of trademarks for purposes of parody and political speech.234

The right of publicity and copyright law adopt similar but much more formalized approaches. By potentially allowing 
celebrities and authors to block downstream expression, the right of publicity and copyright threaten new speech. In assessing 
this threat, courts have articulated two defenses meant to balance intellectual property interests with the First Amendment: 
transformativeness and newsworthiness.

1. Transformativeness

In assessing a First Amendment defense to a celebrity’s charge of publicity-rights infringement, courts examine the 
“transformativeness” of the defendant’s expressive activity. This is an independent and absolute defense to a prima facie 
violation of the right of publicity. First articulated over a decade ago by the California Supreme Court in Comedy III 
Productions v. Saderup:
[The transformativeness] inquiry is whether the celebrity likeness is one of the raw materials from which an original work is 
synthesized, or whether the depiction or imitation of the celebrity is the very sum and substance of the work in question.235

This is a broad standard for First Amendment immunity from suit. The Saderup court was careful to note that “transformative” 
contributions could take a wide range of forms and should not be limited to types of speech already well-recognized under the 
First Amendment, such as parody.236 Under the transformativeness analysis, unauthorized use of the persona in a new context or 
to make an unexpected expressive point is protected speech.237

*788 The transformativeness standard is best understood in contrast to the previous mechanisms discussed for balancing 
intellectual property rights with free expression. In assessing transformativeness, a court analyzes the defendant’s expressive 
project, not the type of expression first created by the plaintiff. This approach emphasizes the defendant’s contribution to public 
discourse, not the legal entitlement held by the plaintiff. For example, when right-of-publicity defendants have appropriated 
celebrity personas and turned them into video game avatars, the courts have looked to the degree of change to the persona. 
When Sega took singer Kieran Kirby’s likeness but also contributed a dissimilar physique, different costumes, and portrayed 
her as a twenty-fifth-century news reporter, the court concluded that a “transformation” had taken place.238 On the other hand, 
when video game manufacturers import college athletes into their games without somehow altering their appearance or 
expected role, transformation has not been found and the defendant’s First Amendment argument fails.239

The transformativeness inquiry ignores considerations of intent. For example, when DC Comics published two comic books 
featuring characters with names and physical features similar to two real-life musicians, rockers Johnny and Edgar Winter, the 
Winters sued for violation of their right of publicity.240 DC Comics asserted a First Amendment defense.241 In response, the 
Winters maintained that the comic book manufacturer had intentionally borrowed their likenesses to generate interest and 
stimulate sales.242 The California Supreme Court explained that, in evaluating whether DC Comics’ use was transformative and, 
consequently, protected under the First Amendment, such evidence of intent was “irrelevant.”243 “The question is whether the 
work is transformative,” the Court noted, “not how it is marketed.”244 Similarly, when a video game manufacturer used the name 
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and most popular song of the rock band The Romantics without *789 permission, the determinative issue was the 
manufacturer’s addition of “numerous creative elements,” not the manufacturer’s intent to trade on The Romantics’ 
popularity.245

Transformativeness is also a consideration in copyright fair use and, as with the right of publicity, it requires an assessment of 
the defendant’s speech contribution. Unlike the other three copyright fair-use factors, the first factor engages with the 
defendant’s appropriation by inquiring into its “purpose and character.” In considering the first factor, courts will inquire as to 
whether the defendant’s use was “transformative.” Copyright’s transformation analysis has been used to immunize a broad 
array of unauthorized uses of copyrighted materials, particularly when those uses serve an entirely new purpose from the 
original. For example, the Google search engine’s unauthorized creation of “thumbnail” copies--reduced, lower-resolution 
versions of the copyrighted, full-sized images featured on third-party Web sites--to create a searchable index was considered 
transformative and, therefore, fair use.246 So was an artist’s unauthorized use of a photographer’s “serene,” black and white, 
naturalistic photographs of human subjects for a “crude and jarring” collage that incorporated color and distortion.247 On the 
other hand, unauthorized uses that do not employ the original work for a new purpose will not be deemed transformative. For 
example, the unauthorized photocopying of scientific journal articles for use in laboratories was not considered transformative 
and, therefore, did not constitute fair use.248 The Second Circuit concluded such copying is disfavored under the first factor, 
even if undertaken for “archival” purposes, because it “merely supersedes the objects of the original creation.”249

2. Newsworthiness

In addition to the transformativeness defense, courts have created an alternative standard for reconciling the right of publicity 
with free speech interests. A newsworthiness defense exempts journalistic uses of celebrity, even when the journalism at issue 
consists only of mundane *790 celebrity gossip.250 (Newsworthiness is not a consideration under copyright fair use.251) Courts 
adjudicating California law have described this inquiry in an open-ended fashion, characterizing the analysis as whether the 
defendant’s work “concerns a matter of public interest.”252 Although one court has attempted to limit the definition of public 
interest,253 others hold that even works of entertainment receive constitutional protection under the newsworthiness exception if 
they fulfill an “informative role.”254

As with the transformativeness defense, the newsworthiness defense focuses on the nature of the defendant’s contribution, not
the character of the interest held by the plaintiff. The exemption applies to any use of celebrity personae in a presentation 
deemed to be “news.”255 In this context, “news” has been defined generously, applying to much more than just conventional 
news sources and covering much more than political journalism.256 Courts have also been generous in determining which 
personas can be newsworthy, even suggesting in a recent case that “liking” something on Facebook is “newsworthy” to the 
user’s circle of Facebook friends.257 By defining “news” in such a broad manner, courts train their First Amendment analysis on 
the defendant’s use of the celebrity material rather than on the type of subject matter that the celebrity plaintiff is claiming an 
interest in.

*791 Also like the transformativeness defense, in determining newsworthiness, the motive of the journalist/defendant is not a 
consideration. As explained by one court:
[T]he fact that a publication may have used a person’s name or likeness solely or primarily to increase the circulation of a 
newsworthy article--and thus to increase profits--does not mean that the name or likeness has been used for trade purposes 
within the meaning of the statute . . . .Whether an item is newsworthy depends solely on the content of the article--not the 
publisher’s motive to increase circulation.258

This can hold true even if the defendant obviously employed the plaintiff’s persona for a commercial purpose. For example, 
when the San Jose Mercury News took quarterback Joe Montana’s likeness not only for its front page, but also to sell 
commemorative posters, the court immunized the use under the newsworthiness exception.259

B. Evaluating the Speech Contributions of Data Users

Both the transformativeness and newsworthiness defenses focus on the defendant’s expressive project. Adapting these defenses 
to information privacy law would represent a major legal innovation. As stated above, when the First Amendment and privacy 
protections conflict, courts currently look to categorize the information at issue instead of examining the context in which that 
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information is being used.260 For the most part, this has resulted in First Amendment immunity for those using information 
others wish to keep private.261

The right of publicity’s focus on the defendant’s speech contribution offers a critical missing ingredient for addressing the
constitutionality of new information privacy laws. Perhaps publicity rights law has so much to offer in the data privacy context 
because of its own origin as a type of quasi-privacy interest.262 By itself, merely categorizing the plaintiff’s communication fails 
to engage with the real harms of data privacy. Similarly, exclusive or undue emphasis on the defendant’s mental state could lead 
to unpredictable results, potentially immunizing virtually all third-party data usage from regulation. Although analyses of 
speech categories and speaker intent have their place in reconciling privacy with free expression, the transformation and 
newsworthiness tests offer a much-needed additional component to any such reconciliation. The tests provide a richer, 
normative framework for courts that allows for consideration of important, yet *792 heretofore neglected, interests. In short, 
they present a better opportunity for balance.

The transformativeness and newsworthiness tests have two particular qualities that recommend their application in the 
data-privacy context. The first is their track record of actually balancing free speech concerns with other societal interests, 
instead of simply demanding an overriding deference to the First Amendment. One criticism of existing privacy torts is that 
they are conceptualized at a level of individual injury.263 As a result, any court weighing that individual injury against the 
broader societal interest in free speech will always find the latter more compelling.264 Commentators argue that this has unfairly 
doomed the privacy torts to failure.265 For example, the common law tort for revealing private facts has largely been read out of 
existence by courts concerned with safeguarding the expressive output of the press. A media defendant invoking the larger 
social interest in free expression will always trump the single plaintiff complaining about violation of her individual privacy.266

This has not been the case, however, with the publicity-rights tort. In determining whether the newsworthiness defense is 
satisfied, courts have noted potential consequences not only for audiences for celebrity speech but also to the incentives 
necessary for creative presences like actors and musicians to function. Rather than simply asking if the defendant’s expression 
is “news,” the courts undertake a larger inquiry into whether the defendant’s use of the celebrity persona represents a real 
counterpoint to the celebrity voice. Hence, the newsworthiness defense has been upheld when the speech at issue represents 
some sort of news reporting267 or “editorial opinion,”268 but it has been disallowed when the defendant’s expression was 
designed to sell rather than inform.269

Second, by focusing on the defendant’s speech contribution, the transformativeness and newsworthiness defenses allow for the 
consideration of multiple normative frames, including the autonomy interests of both listeners and speakers and the fairness 
concerns of consumers. Some have noted that the Sorrell decision is rooted in a single First Amendment perspective--one that 
views the market for *793 online speech as controlled by equally autonomous actors.270 Under what Shubha Ghosh labels the 
“classic liberal perspective,” the Sorrell Court viewed doctors, pharmaceutical marketers, and consumers as all equally capable 
of making informed decisions regardless of the marketers’ ability to use prescribing information to generate individually 
tailored commercial appeals. Under the liberal perspective, data-collecting businesses pose no threat to consumers because 
government actors can alert consumers to undesirable data collection practices, and consumers can simply opt out of such 
practices. As a result, there is little need for legal safeguards against data collection and use.

In contrast to the Court’s approach in Sorrell, in applying the transformativeness test, courts have demonstrated a nuanced 
recognition of the tradeoffs between free speech and other social interests. The expansive nature of the transformativeness test 
has encouraged courts to engage with free speech issues on multiple normative fronts. Rather than being limited to the liberal 
perspective, another First Amendment perspective, personal autonomy, is front and center in these discussions. For example, in 
evaluating the “transformativeness” of an unauthorized painting of Tiger Woods, the Sixth Circuit noted not only the First 
Amendment’s goal of advancing knowledge through “a free marketplace of ideas,” but also its “fulfillment of the human need 
for self-expression,” an autonomy interest.271 Similarly, when a federal court recently had to determine the duration of publicity 
rights under New Jersey common law, a decision with direct implications for free speech, it noted that one of the rationales for 
recognizing a right of publicity remains its protection of “an individual’s interest in personal dignity and autonomy.”272 The 
plaintiff was the purported beneficiary of Albert Einstein’s publicity rights under his will.273 The defendant, an advertiser that 
used Einstein’s image without permission, contended that whatever rights the beneficiary held, they were no longer valid since 
Einstein had been dead for more than fifty years.274 Ultimately, the court denied the plaintiff’s request for a right of longer 
duration, explaining that “the personal interest that is at stake becomes attenuated after the personality dies.”275 Hence, the court 
adopted an autonomy perspective, calibrating the temporal length of the right according to one’s personal interest in 
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self-fulfillment.

*794 Courts have also evaluated the free speech/publicity rights balance from a fairness perspective, assessing the power 
dynamics of the different speakers and audiences involved. The Sorrell decision suggested that the only remedy for problematic 
speech (like individualized marketing based on pharmacy prescription data) is more speech, regardless of the costs to patients, 
prescribing doctors, or the Vermont health care system.276 The right of publicity’s transformativeness test does not assume, 
however, that more speech is a cure all for any speech with socially deleterious consequences. Instead, it asks whether the 
speaker is truly making an expressive contribution. If not, the speaker loses First Amendment protection because it is not 
actually providing a competing voice. For example, when the Tenth Circuit had to decide whether right-of-publicity claims 
brought by major league baseball players for the unauthorized use of their names and likenesses on parody baseball cards 
should yield to the First Amendment, it determined whether the cards were transformative.277 In doing so, it considered the 
effect of its decision on the allocation of societal resources.278 Only after assuring itself that the supply of celebrity images for 
public discourse would remain robust, even after the defendant’s unauthorized uses were allowed, did the court uphold the 
defendant’s First Amendment defense.279

Relatedly, the “newsworthiness” defense responds to “fairness” concerns by allowing the press, in some circumstances, to 
balance out the communicative abilities of celebrities with a countervailing force. In assessing newsworthiness, courts 
indirectly inquire into fairness by asking whether the defendant’s expression “concerns a matter of public interest” and is 
“informative.”280 Newsworthy speech can be viewed as speech that potentially counters already established voices in the 
communicative marketplace. For example, judges show special solicitude for unauthorized use of celebrity press conferences 
or interviews, reasoning that the media serves an important function in disseminating information that the persona at issue 
would like to restrict or at least manage differently.281

So how might the more balanced and defendant-focused approach to free speech concerns described above look in practice if 
applied to current initiatives to regulate online privacy? Some proposed “Do Not *795 Track” legislation would restrict the use 
of online search histories to create targeted advertisements.282 Despite the apparent constitutionality of a “Do Not Call” 
registry,283 a law limiting online advertising would definitely raise free speech concerns.284 Other “Do Not Track” provisions 
limit the collection of information about a person’s online activities.285 This could produce free speech challenges, as well.286 A 
full description of how to evaluate the constitutionality of all pending data-privacy legislation is beyond the scope of this 
Article. Below is an initial sketch of a better, more balanced scheme, relying on the three approaches employed in intellectual 
property law and using potential “Do Not Track” legislation as its chief example.

In a preliminary analysis of new data-privacy laws, a court should consider the first two approaches discussed in this 
Article--categorization of the data at issue and evaluation of the data collector’s intent. Using these two approaches, courts 
should find some legislation prohibiting data collection and tracking uncontroversial. Certain data subject matters (financial 
information, health records) are already likely to be deemed “sensitive” and weighty enough to survive a First Amendment 
challenge. Similarly, proof of intent to defraud data subjects should render any free speech appeals null. Further, constitutional 
analysis would not be required.

Most cases will not involve such extreme examples. Instead, most online data use involves everyday, nonsensitive information, 
and most data collectors specify their collection practices in opaque terms of service rather than engaging in out and out fraud. 
Hence, additional First Amendment review will be needed. It should not be enough, however, to determine that the data 
collection at issue in these situations is “speech.” This was the move suggested by the Court in Sorrell, and it gave 
overwhelming deference to the expressive rights of data users and short shrift to both state and consumer interests. Rather than 
automatically validating the free speech interests of data miners and online advertisers because the information they collect 
seems less than sensitive and they do not act in “bad faith,” a court interrogating “Do Not Track” or another kind of 
data-privacy law should note the commercial motive behind such data collection and further review the law under an 
intermediate level of scrutiny.

*796 The court should then examine how the data will be used by defendants, paying special attention to autonomy and fairness 
concerns. Autonomy concerns should rate low in a court’s estimation of the free speech interests of most commercial data 
users. Rather than furthering a personal point of view, data mining is used simply to pinpoint consumer interests in the hopes of 
finding a viable marketing target. On the other hand, from the perspective of consumers, autonomy is the main justification for
a “Do Not Track” regime. It prevents unwanted surveillance and revelations that are undesired and unintended. At the least, it 
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allows consumers to choose just how their personal information should be exposed to others and what the particular audience 
for that exposure should be. Just as courts construing the right of publicity have chosen to weigh the autonomy interests of 
celebrities and downstream speakers in determining whether an unauthorized use is transformative or newsworthy, a similar 
approach should be undertaken with regard to tracking restrictions and free speech arguments.

Fairness concerns also need to be part of the decision, even though they were not considered in Sorrell.287 The newsworthiness 
defense concerns itself with power imbalances. Celebrity speakers wield immense power over the dissemination of their 
personas in society. A privilege for newsworthy uses of those personas is an attempt to inject a counterbalance to that power, 
making possible alternative and uncontrolled communications about public figures. Under a fairness perspective, it is important 
to recognize that, without protections like “Do Not Track,” consumers have little opportunity to shape how their personal 
information is used by others. As discussed earlier, nonparticipation or resort to contractual safeguards is not a realistic option 
for those individuals seeking some protection from the efforts of online data collectors.288

A focus on the defendant’s use of online data would not defeat all First Amendment challenges to data privacy laws. In some 
situations, the data user’s autonomy interests may loom larger. Scientific research using collected individual data suggests 
greater autonomy concerns on the part of data users, as such users seek to use aggregated information to present important 
expressive content. Although a long way from practical implementation, technological innovations portend potential ways to 
give consumers more control over their data disclosures, regardless of the privacy policies of the Web sites they consult.289 If 
such technologies take hold, the fairness calculation between consumers and data collectors may need to be reconceived.

*797 This speaks to a larger point about the need for an adaptable method for calibrating information privacy with the First 
Amendment. “Transformativeness” and “newsworthiness” are broad concepts. Rather than this ambiguity being a detriment, it 
permits a certain amount of flexibility as legal decision-makers respond to greater knowledge of existing technology. Whereas 
judges may once have viewed simply creating an avatar based on a real-life celebrity as transformative, this may no longer, by 
itself, represent a significant expressive contribution and, hence, merit less speech protection.290 Similarly, uses of personal data 
that once seemed innovative may become commonplace and, therefore, deserve less regulatory deference. The key is to 
implement a richer framework for balancing information privacy and free speech. Otherwise, despite the significant harms that 
can arise from data collection and use, First Amendment arguments will always legitimate such behavior. By borrowing from 
intellectual property’s playbook, information privacy law can support a constitutionally level playing field between consumers 
and commercial actors.

VI. CONCLUSION

There is an inherent tension between the desire to keep information private and the desire to share that information with others. 
Online technology amplifies the clash between the two desires by both allowing for more and more data to be compiled on 
individual consumers and by making it easier for that data to be repackaged and communicated to others. In figuring out how to 
resolve this tension, courts and legislatures do not need to reinvent the wheel. A similar tension exists between the legal 
system’s award of rights in intangible creations to individual actors and the need for downstream actors to utilize those 
creations. One side wants to hold on to information; the other wants to broadcast it to others. As a result, intellectual property 
law has developed and refined a variety of approaches for addressing free speech concerns.

One approach, best represented by copyright law, weighs free speech interests by focusing on the subject matter of the 
plaintiff’s communication. Another offers defendants a variety of speech-protective *798 defenses that depend on whether the 
defendant acted under a proscribed motivation. A final approach evaluates the defendant’s expressive output. Defenses for 
“transformativeness” and “newsworthiness” examine the societal contribution offered by the defendant’s speech, forcing courts
to analyze the costs and benefits of the defendant’s expression from a variety of perspectives. These approaches for 
accommodating free expression are not mutually exclusive. Instead, they can all be implemented to offer a richer framework for 
constitutionally calibrating new data privacy laws. Moreover, these approaches, when considered as a group, offer balance, 
something lacking in the Sorrell decision and needed if courts are to uphold new and necessary data-privacy measures.

Footnotes
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Introduction

By 2030, everyone will need basic scientific and technology literacy to interact with the government and enjoy a reasonable and 
rising quality of life. Advanced nations have always required there to be a certain number of scientists and inventors. In 
contrast, the near future, to be enfranchised, for society to function, all citizens will require basic information technology 
literacy. The key to a productive and inspired citizenry will be giving every citizen access to affordable advanced mobile 
broadband communications and ensuring they have a working understanding of how to use it. This observation, which is 
increasingly commanding the attention of global think tanks, educators, and policymakers, is fundamental to the future of our 
society. It will also completely overhaul the very nature of government, law, and the practice of law. Because of the impact of 
technology on the rule of law and how it is practiced, it will drive how government officials and practicing lawyers alike operate 
to bring order from disorder. At the same time, as online activities by organizations and an online presence by individuals 
become de facto mandatory and universal, governments and lawyers must deal with finding multinational solutions to privacy 
and security data protection laws for the world because geopolitical boundaries are completely porous to the flow of data over 
computer networks.

Impact of Technology on Government and its Implications for Legal Advocacy about Lawmaking and Policy

The International Four-Dimensional Chess Game

It is a cliché to say the world is increasingly a global community. Due to advanced online networks more than ever before, legal 
skills are needed to address the multinational nature of issues. First, and most obviously, there are more multinational interests: 
Overseas firms, for example, that wish to expand and invest in the United States, and US-based concerns that have interests 
abroad. These global players require sophisticated multinational government advocacy representation. They also require expert 
compliance advice and risk assessment among other needed government relations and regulatory services, especially those 
relating to privacy and security.

Second, on many large issues, such as financial regulatory reform, and climate change or energy policy, for example, the policy 
advocacy has become a three-or four-dimensional chess game. The core reason that the G7 became the G20 was because it was 
understood that it is not possible to effect financial regulatory changes unilaterally. Washington cannot act alone unless 
London, Brussels, and Asia are moving in roughly parallel directions. The same can be said for spectrum policy, Internet 
privacy and security, and a host of other issues. Consequently, if you want to influence the US government on privacy or 
security rules, it helps to persuade other governments, including the so-called BRK countries, and vice versa.
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New Technology: Broadband Interconnectivity

*2 Another major change is that increasingly the public interacts with the government electronically, often directly, without a 
middleman. The “face-to-face meeting” by a lawyer representing a client with an official and simply providing raw information 
to clients, such as texts of bills and hearings, are diminished in value. This puts a premium on expert analysis of ever 
increasingly available information, as well as professional advice and advocacy. There are also powerful new advocacy 
techniques that we are only beginning to fully appreciate. Witness how Google and others stopped the proposed anti-piracy 
legislation in its tracks recently. Consider that the powerful Motion Picture Association of America backed the Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA). In 2012, this legislation was a train on a fast track, supported by the powerful Hollywood studio interests, 
but it was killed overnight by new media techniques. Internet users also managed to block the Cybersecurity Act of 2012 with 
online grass roots techniques. The activities, cyber lobbying, will increase as the one-hundred thirteenth and later congresses 
take up several privacy/security measures such as updating and reform to 1986 laws; the Electronic Computer Fraud and Abuse 
Act1 and the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).2 Consider also how President Obama uses very effectively, as do 
many increasingly political campaigners, new media to campaign and raise money. Similar techniques can be used in legal and 
government relations advocacy campaigns.

Some Other Big Questions

Q: Do we run the government like American Idol?

A: We essentially have the technological capability to run a referendum on innumerable issues. But should we? The issue of 
whether government officials are mere delegates or representatives is not new. Hopefully, we will remember the wisdom of Sir 
Edmund Burke, who told the electors of Bristol in 1774, “your representative owes you, not his industry only, but his judgment, 
and he betrays, instead of serving you, if he sacrifices it to your opinion.” (Of course, Sir Edmund did, in fact, lose his next 
election.)

Q: Do we treat all blogs and Tweets alike? Those with money and new media savvy can flood the media with their messages 
and drown out others who lack the online means to join “the great melody” of public discourse.

A: The answer is that the government is wrestling with how best to weigh and evaluate all the input it now seeks and receives
electronically outside the time-worn contours of the traditional legislative and administrative process. Law journals are filling 
up with articles discussing whether and how electronic comments and blogs should be considered and weighed within the dusty 
four corners of the Administrative Procedures Act.

Q: What do we do about the information “have-nots”? Without access to affordable new mobile broadband technology and the 
know-how to use it, technology “have-nots” lack the keys to both opportunity and participatory democracy.

*3 A: It is imperative to find ways to close, what we used to call and still should, the digital divide to prevent them from 
becoming disenfranchised. Lawyers also can play a role in ensuring that the voices of the less advantaged are heard, and helping 
all to be heard effectively.

Impacts of Technology on the Legal Profession and Legal Education

The recent economic downturn--i.e., the so-called “Great Recession”--has placed enormous pressures on the practice of law, 
but that pressure only exacerbated cracks that were being opened and driven by the increasingly disruptive power of 
technology. Indeed, technology changes the way in which all types of business are conducted--including the practice of law. 
Today, clients are increasingly less inclined to pay lawyers to perform certain tasks. For instance, they are not going to pay for 
new lawyers to be trained, to learn on the job, and they are not going to pay for work such as routine searches, proofreading, 
basic document management or scheduling, that software and non-lawyers can just as effectively and more efficiently 
accomplish.

The good news is that clients still need and are willing to pay for expert advice, analysis, and advocacy--what I call the “Three 
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A’s.’DD’ In other words, they still need people who have legal skills to apply critical thinking to a problem, and to exercise 
their experience and judgment in solving that problem. I believe that this trend indicates that the practice of law is shifting and 
becoming an increasingly worthwhile profession, because lawyers must now practice at a very high level. In fact, the legal 
profession has been fundamentally changed in dramatic ways by technology--i.e., it increasingly involves the supervision of 
people who are non-lawyers, such as the increasingly routine practice of lawyers managing massive electronic discovery 
projects with teams of non-lawyers, and it is likely to explode into new fields such as risk management or the field of legal 
computer forensics, which did not exist a decade ago.

Technology has also had an impact on the area of legal education. New York Times columnist and author David Brooks recently 
analyzed, with respect to all university and colleges, the dichotomy between practical and theoretical training, and how 
practical training is something that is not necessarily teachable or obtainable through technology. Rather, it depends on 
experience and hands-on human interaction; while the more theoretical, lecture-type training that universities typically rely on 
may soon become obsolete. Consequently, it is likely that in the next twenty to thirty years we will see a fundamental overhaul 
in terms of the educational process that turns law students into lawyers. Legal educators everywhere are considering innovative 
ways to provide professional training through practical experiential learning, how to prepare new lawyers for how computers 
are used as a tool in practice, and how consistent with somewhat outdated ABA and state bar rules, to appropriately educate 
students online.

*4 In summary, broadband/mobile technology is fundamentally overhauling our system of government, our democracy, the 
nature and practice of law, and the nature of legal education. It has also contributed to a virtual shrinking of the globe, and the 
erasure of the significance of borders in the practice of law, which now has a much more international aspect. At the same time, 
we have seen a major shift toward pressure for instantaneous decision making in the business world and a trend to instant 
gratification in all aspects of life, a phenomenon that challenges the profession to keep up while infusing client services with 
quality and ethics.

Understanding Privacy and E-commerce Issues in the Cyberlaw Realm

A major technology-based substantive trend that is impacting the legal profession at this time concerns the rising importance of 
privacy and security issues and concerns--issues that all lawyers need to address. Personally, I believe that the civil rights issue 
of our age is equal and fair access to education, while the civil liberties issue of our age is privacy--and we are just beginning to 
come to grips with the significance of that issue in the face of advanced technology. The flip side of that trend involves the need 
for the US and other governments to address all of the issues that are posed by security threats emanating in the online world.

Government officials are just beginning to grasp that online privacy is a tremendous concern, and that we need new rules of the 
road to address the threats to privacy that exist because of our new digitized, online networked forms of communications. A 
very powerful book, The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age,3 posits that throughout most of the history of mankind, it was 
always easy to forget and hard to remember, but now with the advent of interconnected computer networks and databases it is 
easy to remember and hard to forget. Mayer-Schönberger, both an Oxford don at the Oxford Internet Institute and an 
accomplished lawyer, proposes a number of very practical steps that would make it harder to freely access someone’s personal 
information, and easier to “forget” private information collected digitally. These include requiring those who collect the data to 
delete it over time, incorporating into electronic storage devices, like cell phones, cameras, and computers, automatic delete 
functions that work automatically after pre-set expiration dates, and for mechanisms for individuals to choose their own privacy 
settings--settings that determine the degree and terms for maintaining and sharing information prior to giving it up. In brief, 
software, practices, and laws that make it a little easier to forget in the digital age.

It is important to keep in mind that there is a new and vast array of international and national laws pertaining to privacy and 
security on the Internet--and if you operate an online business you have to assume that the laws in other jurisdictions might well 
apply to you. Around the world, there are at least three fundamentally different privacy regimes, and the privacy regime that we 
are familiar with in the United States is not the general rule in other countries. We believe that freedom of speech and the right 
to know is more important than the right to privacy; the only exceptions where we have great areas of consensus are with 
respect to protecting private information concerning children, financial records, and health records. In Europe, on the other 
hand, protecting the privacy of all types of personal information is the general rule, with exceptions essentially involving 
informed consent. Meanwhile, in totalitarian regimes, the government has total control over the distribution of information, and 
the concept of protecting the personal privacy of information is totally anathema to the interests of the state.
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*5 Within the United States alone, there are many seemingly inconsistent laws with respect to information privacy and security. 
For example, when you discover that your database has been hacked into by an unfriendly party, you need to keep in mind that 
there are forty-six different state laws in the United States that address what your obligations are in terms of notifying your 
customers about such a security breach. Therefore, it is extremely important for clients to work with a good lawyer who 
understands completely the constantly changing overlapping privacy and security rules that apply to businesses and who can 
help them figure out how to navigate those rules. A new trend is the increasing concern over companies that collect information, 
even “““public” information such as people’s location in stores, roadways and public transportation, the use of computer 
monitors by customers, tracking personal computer searches, and retail shopping and acquisitions. This area of concern will 
proliferate new enforcement cases, precedents, and regulations. Several bills have already been introduced in both the US 
House and Senate concerning geo-positional privacy and restructuring law enforcements’ right to access e-mail without a 
warrant.

Helping Clients Navigate Information Privacy and Security Regulations

To help clients navigate the myriad information privacy and security regulations that apply in cyberspace, a lawyer should first 
try to understand the client’s business and try as best as possible to find common ground among the different laws that may 
apply to it. It certainly helps to have an international, global perspective on this issue, and to understand the client’s business 
objectives. You need to minimize the client’s risk of non-compliance and help the client figure out the best course of action 
when it comes to developing an information privacy/security compliance plan. An important approach is to build into the 
management culture of a company, its governance software, if you will, the capacity to consider and adhere to privacy and 
security issues on a daily, dynamic basis. The most common error companies make is to adopt privacy policies, disclose them, 
and then either disregard them or fail to update them as the company’s business model changes. This conduct has been and 
remains an enforcement priority for the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and state attorneys general--who red-flag companies 
that say they will treat personal information a certain way, but in practice do something different. Another good approach is to 
adhere to the basic privacy principles that more or less are universal across national and state borders: notice, consent, review 
and correction, security and enforcement or redress.4

Unfortunately, in many companies, the concept of information security/privacy compliance is not a high priority, or the chief
privacy officer is not completely engaged with what is happening on the business side of the company. Most successful 
businesses are dynamic and change on a frequent basis; therefore, a privacy policy has to be dynamic, vibrant, and capable of
change as well--it cannot be static. If a company adopts a privacy policy but it is not really part of its corporate business 
operations and management, and it does not check compliance regularly, then the company is headed down a risky path.

*6 Also, there are increasing numbers of new and entrepreneurial online ventures emerging--and all too often, the managers of 
those businesses do not engage lawyers at the take-off point; they only hire them once their business crashes to help them with 
the clean-up process. Consequently, one challenge for privacy lawyers in this practice area is to be more amenable and useful to 
entrepreneurs at the launch of an online business. Likewise, online entrepreneurs need to understand that there is some value in 
embracing lawyers at the beginning stage, especially if they are planning an innovative global business venture. This is 
especially so with regard to privacy and security issues. In the wildly competitive and ever changing cyber markets, those 
businesses that are branded as safe, reliable, and fair with regard to personal privacy and security should have an advantage and 
be sought out by customers.

Understanding New Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Laws and Protections

It is also important for both lawyers and clients who operate in this area to keep in mind that the laws applicable to computer 
crime and the protection of intellectual property (IP) in the online realm are in need of serious updating, as they are not 
sufficiently technology neutral. Basically, the laws still on the books are too wedded to the past, and they are not adequate to 
deal with the new issues that exist in this area. That is why Congress and the current administration are taking a hard look at 
making a number of changes to update these laws.

I believe that you should never assume that you know what the rules are in this area. Rather, you must constantly check to see 
whether the rules that are applicable to protecting children’s privacy online have been updated, as the Federal Trade 
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Commission (FTC) has just done.5 Likewise, it is important to be aware that the White House adopted a new executive order in 
February relating to cybersecurity.6 If you are entering into a new online business venture, you also need to be aware that there 
are a number of proposals to amend and update the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. Proposed amendments to EPA would for 
example, ensure that privacy protections apply to the content of social media that did not exist at the time the statute was 
enacted, and that e-mails older than 180 days get greater protection than available under current cases and practice. In addition, 
we have recently seen the passage of the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act, and it is quite possible that some 
changes will be made with respect to that statute. Proposals under consideration would expand exceptions to privacy laws for 
intelligence, anti-terrorism, and law enforcement purposes. Notwithstanding serious concerns from civil liberty and consumer 
groups, anti-hacking legislation is also on the table, and we very much need a federal cyber breach notification law--largely 
because we have forty-six different state laws that need to be consolidated so that we will have some clear rules of the road in 
that area.

*7 To date, many if not most of the so-called cyberlaw privacy bills deal with either corporate intellectual property or security, 
or protection of government functions, as opposed to individuals’ rights and liberties. Curiously, there is not yet a powerful, 
vocal constituency for the protection of individual privacy in the United States. There are privacy think tanks, groups, and 
advocates, but there is no single group that is arguing for greater privacy protection comparable to other consumer or civil rights 
groups. The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) speaks out in a very powerful way about freedom of speech and some 
privacy issues, but there is much more effective lobbying and an alignment of interests with respect to security and corporate IP 
issues that are implicated by online business ventures than there are efforts aimed at protecting individual rights and liberties in 
cyberspace. This may be changing as people become more aware of their exposure to increased means to monitor their location, 
behavior, and communications on a minute-by-minute basis.

Jurisdiction Issues in Cyberspace

The traditional concepts of jurisdiction and conflicts of law are rapidly evaporating in the cyberspace era, because online 
technology knows no borders. Therefore, you should probably assume that the rules of different jurisdictions with respect to 
online privacy and security are potentially applicable to your business dealings on the Internet. The enforcement of those rules 
is limited by some fundamental due process rights--i.e., whether there is some minimal fair basis to contend that the rules of a 
particular jurisdiction should apply in a given situation. That said, the advance of global interconnected technology has greatly 
undercut the due process check on multiple jurisdictions claiming relevance to a particular issue. Companies that do business 
online must do so in an atmosphere of legal chaos, governed by the applicability of myriad legal systems.

Most businesses are operating in a global market these days; far fewer businesses are completely local--even businesses that are 
not multi-jurisdictional will often cross jurisdictions in their communications. While it is not possible to research every 
applicable law of every geopolitical entity, it is possible to make reasonable and prudent guesses about compliance and legal 
exposure by considering factors such as where a client maintains a physical presence, the location of employees, and the 
location of assets and flow of financial assets. This, as Winston Churchill famously once said, is not the end, or the beginning of 
the end, but it is the end of the beginning of needed legal analysis.

Conclusion

Efforts aimed at protecting the security and privacy of information in the Unite States are on a slower track than they are in the 
rest of the world--and, this is largely because so far the United States does not yet have an organized and determined public 
constituency that is advocating for the protection of individual privacy rights. In addition, the issue of information security is a 
ticking time bomb; there are probably many large and medium-sized companies in the United States that are not even aware that 
their data has been compromised by industrial or governmental espionage or criminal activity. Personally, I am very concerned 
about the integrity of our nation’s critical infrastructure, and I think that these are issues that need to be addressed in a
comprehensive and forthright manner at the national and international level, and with great alacrity and purpose.

*8 As noted, there has been some progress in this area. For instance, the FTC recently issued new rules under the Children’s 
Online Privacy Protection Act; proposed amendments to the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act which are still 
pending; the Department of Justice (DOJ) has proposed amendments to the Consumer Fraud and Abuse Act; the Department of 
Commerce has issued a notice of inquiry to encourage companies to engage in voluntary cyber security programs; and the 
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Pentagon is finalizing rules of engagement that will clarify the authority the military has with respect to responding to an enemy 
cyber-attack. At the same time, the Electronic Computer Privacy Act of the 1980s that Senator Leahy originally proposed needs 
to be updated and made apparent to ever advancing technology and usage. Many other privacy initiatives are currently pending 
in the United States and abroad.

If you want a really interesting legal career where you can make a difference, and where the law will be evolving rapidly in a 
very exciting and important way, then you should do everything you can to become an expert in cyberprivacy and 
cybersecurity. If you are a young lawyer or someone who is just graduating from law school, you have a great opportunity to get 
in on the ground floor of a practice that will be incredibly important for the next two to three generations. My personal advice 
for those getting started is to read history, and to start by considering books such as those of Professor Mayer-Schönberger and 
Tom Standage, the author of The Victorian Internet (1998). You will learn that many, if not most, of the questions encountered 
today have been experienced over the ages every time new communications technology is introduced. As the saying goes, in 
some respects, for all the marvel of digital technology, there is no new thing under the sun.

Key Takeaways

• Keep in mind that there is a new and vast array of international and national laws pertaining to privacy and security in the 
Internet realm--and if you operate an online business you have to assume that the laws in other jurisdictions apply to you. Assist 
clients in navigating all of these different and often apparently inconsistent rules.

• Understand the client’s business to determine different laws that may apply to it. Minimize the client’s risk of non-compliance 
and help the client ascertain a practical, workable course of action when it comes to developing an information privacy/security 
compliance plan.

• Inform clients that they may need to give adequate notice to their customers in the event of a security breach of personal 
information on corporate data bases, but the rules vary dramatically state-by-state and depending on the facts. Clients must also 
ensure that what they say about their privacy policy is consistent with what they actually do. A privacy policy that is adopted 
and enforced internally has to be dynamic, vibrant, and capable of change--it cannot be static.

*9 • Be more amenable and useful to entrepreneurs at the launch of an online business; and help online entrepreneurs 
understand that there is some value in embracing lawyers to help with privacy issues at the beginning stage, especially if they 
are planning an innovative global business venture.

• Never assume that you know what the rules are in this privacy and security field, as they are changing rapidly. Keep abreast of 
changes to the laws that affect cybersecurity and privacy issues.

Footnotes
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has been a champion for entrepreneurship and innovation both inside and outside of the classroom. He is also a powerful voice on 
the issue of graduate employment. A globally recognized expert in the field of legislative, regulatory, and administrative matters in 
the areas of telecommunications, information technology, health, energy, environmental law, and higher education, Dean Allard has 
been a partner at Patton Boggs LLP since 2005 and continues as a partner in the firm’s New York and Washington, DC offices. At 
Patton Boggs, he chaired the Public Policy Department and co-chaired the Government Advocacy Practice. Before joining Patton 
Boggs, he was a partner at Latham & Watkins LLP, where he chaired the firm’s Government Relations Group. He previously served
as administrative assistant and chief of staff to the late Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan and as minority staff counsel to the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary, where he was legal counsel to the late Senator Edward Kennedy. Dean Allard began his career as a law 
clerk for Chief US District Judge Robert F. Peckham in San Francisco and for US Circuit Judge Patricia M. Wald in Washington,
DC.
Dean Allard has received multiple honors and awards including a top ranking in Government Relations by Chambers USA in 2012; 
a 2010 Visionary Award from the National Journal-Legal Times; recognition as one of DC’s Top Lobbyists by The Hill in 2008, 
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2009, 2010, and 2011; and a Hermes Award for Contribution to Study of Communications from the Syracuse University College of 
Law. He is a Fellow of the ABA Law Foundation, a member of the American Law Institute, and serves on the ABA Standing 
Committee on the Law Library of Congress, the New York City Bar Association Task Force on New Lawyers in a Changing 
Profession, and the ABA Administrative Law Section Task Force on the Regulation of Attorney Lobbyists. Also, he is a trustee of the 
Shakespeare Theatre Company in Washington, DC. Dean Allard is a graduate of Princeton University, Oxford University (where he
was also a Rhodes Scholar), and Yale University Law School.
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